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PROGRAM OF TALKS IN SUMMARY
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH
9:00 – Welcome by Jessica Keister (Associate Conservator for Photographs, New York Public Library) and
Linda Murray (Curator of the Jerome Robbins Dance Division, New York Public Library for the Performing
Arts, Dorothy and Lewis B. Cullman Center)
9:25 – Bertrand Lavédrine
9:50 – Joseph LaBarca
10:15 – 11:00 BREAK
11:00 – Anna Laganà and Sarah Freeman
11:25 – Hanako Murata
11:50 – Jan Burandt and Jennifer McGlinchey Sexton
12:15–2:00 LUNCH // 12:15–1:00 AIC PMG BUSINESS MEETING // 1:20–1:55 NYPL LPA TOUR
2:00 – 2:30 – Janka Križanová; Joan Walker; Debra Hess Norris (3 talks 7 min each, 9 minutes Q&A)
2:30 – 3:00 - Jessica Régimbald; Barbara Cajaneo; Magdalena Pilko (3 talks 7 min each, 9 minutes Q&A)
3:00 – Millard Schisler and Patricia de Filippi
3:25 – 4:00 BREAK
4:00 – Belinda Gourley
4:25 - Katrin Pietsch and Lénia Oliveira Fernandes
4:50 – Ioannis Vasallos
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21st
9:00 – Elsa Thyss
9:25 – Laura Panadero
9:50 – MarIn Jürgens
10:15 – 11:00 BREAK
11:00 – Marta García Celma
11:25 – Roberta Piantavigna
11:50 – Krista Lough
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21st conInued
12:15 – 2:00 LUNCH // 12:15 – 1:00 ICOM-CC PMWG BUSINESS MEETING // 1:20 – 1:55 NYPL JEROME
ROBBINS TOUR
2:00 – 2:30 – Sarah Allen; Elena Bulat; Catarina Pereira (3 talks 7 min each, 9 minutes of quesIons
following)
2:30 – 3:00 - Mark Strange; Giulia FraIcelli; Courtney Helion (3 talks 7 min each, 9 minutes of quesIons
following)
3:00 – Zach Long and Amanda Maloney
3:25 – 4:00 BREAK
4:00 – Rachel Wetzel
4:25 – Andrea E. Schlather
4:50 – Natasha Kung
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd
9:00 – Erin L. Murphy
9:25 – Susana A. Hoyos Velasco
9:50 – Natalia Ulloa Rodriguez
10:15 – 11:00 BREAK
11:00 – Maha Ahmed
11:25 – Teresa Mesquit
11:50 – Rosina Herrera Garrido
12:15 - Marie-Lou Beauchamp
12:40 PROGRAM OF TALKS COMPLETE
AFTERNOON OFFSITE TOURS (VARIOUS TIMES, PLEASE SEE SECTION ON TOURS, PAGE 32)
6:30 – 9:00 PM EVENING RECEPTION (Duke House, InsItute of Fine Arts, NYU, 1 East 78th St.)
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SPEAKERS, AUTHORS, & ABSTRACTS
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 20TH
9:00 AM
Welcome
NYPL RepresentaQve and Jessica Keister, Associate Conservator for Photographs, NYPL
9:25 AM
Accidental Images, The NegaQve Before Photography?
Speaker(s): Bertrand Lavédrine
Co-Author(s): Marie-Angélique Languille and Céline Daher
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Centre de Recherche sur la ConservaIon, CNRS, Muséum naIonal d’Histoire
naturelle, Ministère de la Culture, Sorbonne-Universités, FRANCE
Abstract
The photographic negaIve is a primordial stage of the analog photographic process. As an intermediary
creaIon, it has acquired an aestheIc value, becoming an object of study and a valuable historical object
for the technical history of Art. Whether on paper, on glass or on ﬁlm, a negaIve is beyond visual
content, being a vessel for both important technical and technological informaIon. The move to digital
photography heralds the end of the negaIve, whose use will now only subsist in digital applicaIons. This
obsolescence threatens collecIons of negaIves (either on glass or on plasIc supports) that are now
considered useless and may be discarded for recovering space. However, this has also contributed to the
valorizaIon of these photographic techniques of the past and created a patrimony of them, placing them
in an historical perspecIve and a scarcity that can only increase. The ease with which it is possible to
digitally invert a negaIve and disseminate the image on the internet, has engendered a renewed interest
in the exploitaIon of these long neglected collecIons. Thanks to this, collecIons of negaIves are more
easily exploited for documentaIon, in databases or for commercial uses. The negaIve is more than ever
a familiar object. However, as it is the base of the photographic processes of past centuries, does that
mean that the negaIve image is a purely photographic invenIon? Aver some reﬂecIon on the
terminology and the relaIonship between negaIvity and mulIplicity, this presentaIon seeks to idenIfy
manifestaIons of the negaIve image outside the ﬁeld of photography, in order to answer the quesIon:
did the negaIve exist before photography? This paper focuses on exploring the very ﬁrst manifestaIons
of the negaIve image.
9:50 AM
Recent History of Kodak EKATCOLOR Papers – A Guide for Conservators
Speaker(s): Joseph LaBarca
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Pixel PreservaIon InternaIonal, Rochester, NY, USA
Abstract
The past 40 years of product development in Kodak EKATCOLOR papers has been a very interesIng one.
Many changes to the emulsion and imaging technologies were related to image quality, image
permanence, and product performance for the photographic processing labs. Several required major
changes to the processing chemistry to enable product improvements. The revoluIon of prinIng
technology from analog to digital was also a key driver of product changes over the past 20 years as
EKTACOLOR papers evolved from analog capability only, to both analog and digital capabiliIes. For the
conservator, the knowledge of these technology changes can be important regarding restoraIon and
treatment of image collecIons. While changes to the emulsion technologies may not be relevant to the
conservator, changes to other technologies, including imaging and processing technologies, as well as
paper base technology, can be criIcal. Development and enhancements of the paper base in the late
90s and early 2000s resulted in several specialty products that can also be found in collecIons and
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require unique treatment. Knowledge of these technology changes and how to idenIfy one generaIon
of EKTACOLOR paper from another is also criIcally important. This paper will review the product history
of EKTACOLOR papers from 1975 to the present, and will include technology changes and the means to
idenIfy them from generaIon to generaIon.
10:15 – 11:00 AM
BREAK
11:00 AM
Research and tesQng ﬁll materials and methods for conservaQon treatment on photographs facemounted with poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
Speaker(s): Anna Laganà and Sarah Freeman
Co-Author(s): Julia Langenbacher (c), Rachel Rivenc (a), Maëlle Caro (a), Vincent Dion (a), Tom Learner
(a)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): (a) Gejy ConservaIon InsItute (GCI) Los Angeles, CA, USA (b) J. Paul Gejy
Museum (JPGM) Los Angeles, CA, USA (c) Hamburg, GERMANY
Abstract
In the mid-1980s, photographers began using poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) for face-mounIng
prints, a process that permanently adheres a clear sheet of PMMA to the surface of a print with silicone
or acrylic emulsion adhesive. Face-mounIng provides several aestheIc and funcIonal advantages: it
eliminates the need for framing, facilitates handling and adds depth and color saturaIon to photographs,
creaIng the so called “wet look”.
However, the process of face-mounIng also has disadvantages. The surface is suscepIble to mechanical
damage such as scratching and chipping. Surface damages frequently occur during handling or
transportaIon, which can be disﬁguring to the image. Treatment opIons to reduce these damages are
currently limited and results are oven unsaIsfactory. The most common repair technique is polishing,
which is not always suitable, especially when scratches and chips are very deep. Polishing oven entails
the removal of signiﬁcant quanIIes of PMMA to achieve an even surface, which alters the image
appearance. Face-mounIng is very diﬃcult to remove without damage to the surface of the print;
therefore, face-mounIng is considered a permanent mount system.
As part of its PreservaIon of PlasIcs project, the Gejy ConservaIon InsItute (GCI) is invesIgaIng with
the J. Paul Gejy Museum (JPGM) a suitable ﬁlling technique (material and method) to repair scratches
and chips on face-mounted photographs. The goal is to ﬁnd a ﬁll material and method that re-integrates
the image without altering or removing the original PMMA surface. Treatment tests were conducted on
samples made of clear cast and extruded PMMA. The potenIal of each ﬁll material to minimize the
appearance of scratches and chips was assessed with visual-eye observaIons and opIcal microscopy.
RefracIve index (RI) measurements were carried out to determine a close match between the RI of the
ﬁll material and that of PMMA. The composiIon of the ﬁll materials was determined using Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, and their stability was evaluated before and aver
accelerated light aging using FTIR and color measurements. The ﬁll materials and methods which
provided the best results were further tested on non-reﬂecIve and reﬂecIve face-mounted samples
including black and white and color images. An introducIon to the face-mounIng technique in
photography and related conservaIon concerns, along with the results of the study, including a detailed
presentaIon of the most successful treatment technique will be presented.
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11:25 AM
The ‘Stradivarius’ of Photographic Papers: Gevaluxe Velours
Speaker(s): Hanako Murata
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): The Bejer Image, New York City, NY, USA
Abstract
The early twenIeth century was a ﬂourishing period for gelaIn silver photographic papers, with rich
varieIes of surface; color, texture, and tonality, which saIsﬁed the demands of professional and amateur
photographers around the world. In this period, a gelaIn silver paper named Gevaluxe Velours was
manufactured by Gevaert Photo-Producten NV (now Agfa-Gevaert N.V.) in Belgium. This photographic
paper has a maje surface with a rich tonal range and a very deep black D-max which gives the image a
disInguishing three dimensional velvet-like appearance, furthermore when viewed at an angle, sparkling
highlights. Due to its disInguished beauty, the paper was adverIsed as the ‘Stradivarius’ of photographic
papers. However, how this unusual surface texture was made is not well known. Further, despite its
outstanding characterisIcs and beauty, the Gevaluxe Velours paper itself is lijle known among people
who deal with photograph collecIons such as curators and conservators. The paper is easily damaged
physically and many prints display surface abrasion marks with loss of the unique emulsion layer or
altered surface texture. Numerous prints also display grime, with dust parIcles trapped within the
emulsion. Knowing how to idenIfy the paper and how the surface was made will help to preserve the
photographs that were made on Gevaluxe Velours paper. The talk will introduce the unique qualiIes of
the Gevaluxe Velours paper through various scienIﬁc analyses of actual photographic paper (cross
secIon, XRF, SEM), known photographers who used the paper, as well as various printed materials. The
published materials expanded to technical reports, manuals, adverIsements in periodicals such as
photographic journals, and other internal documents of the Gevaert Company including published
photographic catalogues, brochures and patent documents. Without bringing together printed materials
research at libraries and archives and the results of scienIﬁc analyses, it would not have been possible to
do the comprehensive study of Geveluxe Velours papers or its history.
11:50 AM
It’s All That: StandardizaQon of the material characterizaQon of photographs in the age of the
extended medium ﬁeld.
Speaker(s): Jan Burandt and Jennifer McGlinchey Sexton
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): The Menil CollecIon, Houston, TX, USA; McGlinchey Sexton ConservaIon LLC,
Colorado Springs, CO, USA
Abstract
Concise public facing medium descripIons of photographs do not begin to convey the visual richness of
photographic images. With conservaIon controlling the content of an “extended medium” ﬁeld in the
Menil CollecIon’s newly acquired database, I was inspired to reach beyond process to develop a
standardized style guide for thorough physical characterizaIon of photographic materials. PMG’s
Photograph InformaIon Record and the PMA’s DescripIve Terminology for Works of Art on Paper:
Guidelines for the Accurate and Consistent DescripIon of the Materials and Techniques of Drawings,
Prints, and Collages served as inspiraIon. Contemporary Photography: Digital Prints Sample Set and The
Print Council of America Paper Sample Book: A PracIcal Guide to the DescripIon of Paper are used as
references. In collaboraIon with photo conservator, Jennifer McGlinchey Sexton, and Editor for
PublicaIons at the Menil, Sarah Robinson, we arIculated a comprehensive list of physical ajributes of
photographs and a grammaIcal structure to create a formula for consistent descripIon of photographs
with a high level of detail. Each photograph entering the collecIon is now described following the
format, and as historic works in the collecIon are re-examined, they are brought to the same standard.
These descripIons, through text alone - produce a clear picture of the materiality of the photographs,
and invite the reader to visualize the subtle nuances that make each image unique.
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12:15 – 2:00 PM LUNCH
(12:15 – 1:00 PM AIC PMG BUSINESS MEETING)
(1:20 – 1:55 PM NYPL JEROME ROBBINS TOUR)
2:00 – 2:30 PM (Three talks 7 min each, 9 minutes of quesIons following)
Photograph PreservaQon and ConservaQon in Slovakia
Speaker(s): Janka Križanová
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Academy of Fine Arts and Design, BraIslava, SLOVAKIA
Abstract
The Academy of Fine Arts and Design (AFAD) in BraIslava, Slovakia is the sole fully accredited insItuIon
of higher educaIon in the Slovak Republic that provides educaIon in the ﬁeld of visual arts on three
levels: undergraduate (BA), graduate (M.A.), and doctorate (Ph.D.). The objecIve of AFAD is to provide
the highest-level educaIon to qualiﬁed students in main disciplines such as Fine Arts, Architecture,
Design, and Art ConservaIon. Photograph ConservaIon was established as a specializaIon in 2006, as
part of the Paper ConservaIon studio within the ConservaIon Department at AFAD. Students could then
receive an MA degree in Photograph ConservaIon in the Slovak language. This accomplishment was only
possible aver more than a decade of collaboraIon and educaIonal iniIaIves between AFAD and its
American partners, mainly The Gejy ConservaIon InsItute (GCI), The Northeast Document
ConservaIon Center (NEDCC), and The Metropolitan Museum of Art (The Met). Workshops were held
primarily at AFAD and focused on educaIng conservaIon professionals employed in insItuIons
throughout Eastern Europe. The establishment of the photograph conservaIon discipline at AFAD was
accompanied by advanced educaIonal opportuniIes and conInued learning experiences for current and
future educators. These oﬀerings were provided predominantly by the NEDCC, the University of
Delaware, the GCI and The Met in the form of workshops, courses, internships, and fellowships. This talk
will retrace the complicated history and development of the photograph preservaIon program and
curriculum at AFAD over the last decade. It will also describe the awarding of two three-year grants from
the Ministry of EducaIon of Slovakia, which provide support for the ongoing development of
photograph conservaIon and its educaIonal and material needs at AFAD, as well as for research of
Slovak photography collecIons in libraries, archives and museums. This favorable outcome resulted in
various exhibiIons and presentaIons to educate conservaIon professionals and a broader public. Future
goals and how to ensure the program’s sustainability, not only as part of the academic system but also as
vehicle for increasing advocacy and awareness of photographic collecIons throughout Slovakia and
Central Europe, will be addressed.
Lessons Learned from the PlaQnum and Palladium Project: ApplicaQons to the Alfred SQeglitz Key Set
at the NaQonal Gallery of Art
Speaker(s): Joan Walker
Co-Author(s): Constance McCabe
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Department of ScienIﬁc Research, NaIonal Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.,
USA
Abstract
The 2017 book PlaInum and Palladium Photographs: Technical History, Connoisseurship, and
PreservaIon was the culminaIon of a six-year mulIdisciplinary invesIgaIon into the material and
aestheIc characterisIcs of plaInum and palladium prints. This collaboraIve research iniIaIve
unearthed long-forgojen methods arIsts used to manipulate these rare and beauIful photographs to
achieve speciﬁc colors and surface qualiIes, and how these so-called “permanent” photographs may
degrade over Ime. Rediscovered knowledge and recent advancements in analyIcal methods for
studying these photographs have provided a scienIﬁc basis to reexamine collecIons.
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Among the most important ﬁndings of the plaInum and palladium project is that an immense variety of
chemical and physical manipulaIons were commonly employed to adjust the image color in plaInum
prints. Oven-repeated assumpIons regarding how certain tonaliIes were achieved may or may not be
true – many possibiliIes exist that may explain the appearance of a given print. For example, plaInum
salts were commonly used to tone silver prints to a more neutral hue. Moreover, a mulItude of
commercial products claimed to achieve plaInum eﬀects, oven using pure silver with a maje ﬁnish or
combinaIons of plaInum and silver, as in the PlaInotype Company’s SaIsta papers.
Scholars of the plaInum and palladium processes know of William Willis Jr.’s invenIon and
commercializaIon of these photographic papers. Many are also familiar with the plaInum process of
Giuseppe Pizzighelli and Baron von Hübl. It is possible to produce a plaInum print in black or sepia with
both of these processes – but only with Pizzighelli and Hübl’s “direct plaInum” process may a sepia print
be achieved without the use of mercury.
The NaIonal Gallery of Art received its ﬁrst photographs in 1949 when Georgia O'Keeﬀe gave the
museum the largest and most important collecIon of photographs by her late husband, Alfred SIeglitz,
to the Gallery, a “Key Set” that now numbers more than 1,640 photographs. SIeglitz experimented with
and published arIcles about both Willis’s and Pizzighelli-Hübl’s processes, plaInum as a toning element
for silver prints, and other plaInum process variaIons. Examples of some of these processes are
represented in the Key Set. His early plaInum prints, which range in hue from black to sepia, provide a
small subset of diverse photographs for study.
Knowledge of the materials and methods used to make photographs and the ability to accurately
idenIfy the components of exisIng photographs are key to their preservaIon. Recognizing these factors,
the authors and colleagues at the NaIonal Gallery of Art undertook a reinvesIgaIon into plaInum and
related prints by Alfred SIeglitz. The authors will present the results of their invesIgaIons, including
determinaIons regarding the processes that may have been used to produce SIeglitz’s early plaInum
prints, along with a discussion of storage, display, and treatment consideraIons.
From Teleprompters to TEDx: Lessons Learned in Public Outreach, Advocacy and Fundraising
Speaker(s): Debra Hess Norris
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Art ConservaIon Department, University of Delaware, USA
Abstract
Photographic materials are treasured worldwide. Their commanding images connect humanity globally.
As we work to preserve photographic collecIon held in museums, archives, libraries, historic sites and
private homes, we have the capacity, and indeed the responsibility, to connect communiIes to our work.
As we deploy our technical skills and knowledge, we must do so with quickly with conﬁdence, passion,
and an intenIonal commitment to engage professional and public audiences. By using assessable
language and connecIng stories to facts, we will build excitement, inspiring others to support our
mission and vision.
From blockbuster exhibiIons, to public lectures, and via social media our profession is visible and
exciIng, connecIng the arts, humaniIes and sciences in powerful ways. Building on personal
experiences, from TedX to teleprompters to tesImony on the Hill, the author will share some basic
lesson learned in advocacy – and given their close associaIon, fundraising as well. This lightning round
presentaIon aims to inspire each of us to conInue to work together to deploy our communicaIon,
diplomaIc, and collaboraIve skills to strengthen the profession of photographic conservaIon, advance
scholarship, and foster new development and fundraising opportuniIes – today and tomorrow.
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2:30 – 3:00 PM (Three talks 7 min each, 9 minutes of quesIons following)
ConservaQon and Mass-DigiQzaQon, ImplementaQon of a Workﬂow
Speaker(s): Jessica Régimbald
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Bibliothèque et Archives naIonales du Québec (BAnQ), CANADA
Abstract
La Presse, an important Montreal-based newspaper, donated its enIre analog archive of photographic
material to Bibliothèque et Archives naIonales du Québec in 2015. Spanning from the 1930’s to 2001,
the collecIon represents over 1 million photographs. It was decided during acquisiIon that the
documents would be digiIzed to allow bejer public access to the fund. The content is divided in ﬁve
diﬀerent series. The ﬁrst four series contain 97 000 prints, sorted by personality and events before and
aver 1948. The ﬁvh series consists of negaIves. This paper will discuss only the four series consisIng of
prints.
Bibliothèque et Archives naIonales du Québec started its mass-digiIzaIon program in 2013 and has
acquired much experience in the last years. However, due to the massive number of photographs to
digiIze and the Ime constraints of the project, creaIng an eﬃcient workﬂow for the preparaIon and
conservaIon of the fund was essenIal before starIng any digiIzing work. This project had to be
integrated within the usual workﬂow and had to be realized by the regular personnel.
A summary assessment of the photographs was undertaken to evaluate the types of photographs and
their general physical state. The post-1948 photographs were mostly all standard size 8” x 10” silver
gelaIne prints. The biggest issues with these two series were surface soil and sIcky adhesive residue.
Some photographs presented the usual losses, folds and cracked emulsion. Therefore, these series of
photographs allowed for a more standardized approach to the workﬂow.
The other two series, the pre-1948 photographs, were of diﬀerent sizes, someImes mounted in collage
form and not all silver gelaIne prints. Therefore, a more individualized approach needed to be made.
These two series also presented the usual losses, folds and cracked emulsion. All four series showed
evidence of use in the journalism industry, such as pen or pencil marks on the emulsion, numerous
inscripIons and stamps on the back and the printed cutline ajached to the photograph.
Before beginning the project, a standardize treatment plan was established in relaIon to the
requirements of digiIzaIon and the historic use of the photographs. The level of treatment was
developed to ensure rapidity, as well as a high quality of the ﬁnal image. Normally, most of the
document preparaIon is undertaken by the conservator, such as the evaluaIon of the photographs and
the conservaIon treatments. The sheer amount of work made it apparent that another approach was
necessary and that some of the work needed to be delegated to the support personnel. This method
allowed us to establish a clear and systemaIc approach to this project. It also allowed for clear staIsIcs
to emerge, enabling easier planning and the targeIng of achievable objecIves over the next few years.
Two case studies of the treatment of photographic albums: between emic and eQc approaches
Speaker(s): Barbara Cajaneo (OPD)
Co-Author(s): Gisella GuasI (BNCF), Alessandro SidoI (BNCF); LeIzia Montalbano (OPD), Giulia FraIcelli
(OPD); Stefano Anastasio (BAP Firenze); Giovanni Pagliarulo (Villa I Ta€)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Opiﬁcio delle Pietre Dure (OPD), Florence, ITALY
Abstract
Photographic albums are complex objects and someImes major treatment must be considered in order
to fulﬁll the insItuIonal owner’s needs and assure their preservaIon in the long-term. Since albums
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bear a double nature—they display both the author’s narraIve and later ajributed documental value—
the decision-making process can be prolonged and delicate.
This paper describes choices, soluIons and treatments discussed and performed on two photographic
albums belonging to the NaIonal Archeology Museum of Florence (Doro Levi –First Archeology
Campaign in Mesopotamia) and Villa I Ta€ – The Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance
Studies in Florence (Giuseppe Salvadori - Inventory of Furniture and Small Objects), carried out at the
ConservaIon Laboratory of the NaIonal Central Library of Florence and “Opiﬁcio delle Pietre Dure” in
Florence.
The ﬁrst album, damaged by the Florence ﬂood in 1966, consisted of 231 contact prints on Lupex Agfa
and Kodak Velox daIng from 1925 and 1935. Some of the prints were loose while others sIll adhered to
the thick black pages typical of albums from the 1930s and 1940s. The photographs were in very bad
condiIon: many showed heavy losses to the image layer; prints were oven stuck together, emulsion
against emulsion; and white and black pencil marks were found both on the pages and on the back of
the loose photographs, leading us to believe that notes could be present on the back of the glued images
too. Removal, surface cleaning, separaIng the images, consoliding the layers, mending tears, loss
compensaIon and ﬁnally a new mounIng soluIon were necessary to save the album’s form and help to
retrace the history of Doro Levi’s journey to Mesopotamia.
The second album consisted of more than 200 prints pasted—someImes overlappingly—on acidic
mechanical pulp cardboard. These were mainly albumen prints, but the album also contained a few DOP
silver gelaIn prints, collodion and gelaIn POP prints, and one plaInum print. Many of the photographs
were aﬀected by folds, wrinkles, cracks, skinning of the primary supports, and heavy oxidaIon. Four
diﬀerent types of adhesives were idenIﬁed, and twelve diﬀerent inks and pencils had been used to write
notes and numbers both on the photographs and on the cardboard supports. Cleaning, the removal of
the photographs, and deacidiﬁcaIon of secondary supports with Calcium nanoparIcles were carried
out, while a new mounIng technique was implemented.
A strict workﬂow had to be put into acIon due to the large number of photographs involved. In both
cases, physical gels (Agar Art, Gellan Gum) or chemical gels (Nanorestore®) were used and their use
proved to be fundamental to the success of the treatment. New mounIng soluIons were required to
ensure the safe handling and storage of the albums, in line with the expectaIons of the InsItuIonal
owners and respecIng the albums’ original forms.
Electrotyping Daguerreotypes: ReconstrucQon of an Early ReproducQon Technique
Speaker(s): Magdalena Pilko
Co-Author(s): MarIn Jürgens
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): University of Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS; Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam,
NETHERLANDS
Abstract
The daguerreotype was the ﬁrst commercially successful photographic process in the 19th century, but
its major disadvantage was that the image was mirrored and diﬃcult to reproduce. Several ajempts
were therefore made early on to ﬁnd a method for reproducing daguerreotypes. This presentaIon will
describe the reconstrucIon of one historical method that proved successful, the electrotype process as
applied to daguerreotypes. With this technique, a daguerreotype is copied by means of the
electrodeposiIon of copper ions upon the daguerreotype’s conducIve surface, resulIng in a physical
copy – a copper plate – that is subsequently separated from the daguerreotype.
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Daguerreotype electrotypes were menIoned as early as 1840. Hippolyte Fizeau, Alphonse Poitevin and
Walter Woodbury were pioneering experimental photographers to whom some of the known exisIng
daguerreotype electrotypes are currently ajributed.
To date, only fourteen copper plates have been idenIﬁed worldwide as probable electrotypes in
diﬀerent collecIons. Of these, only four are kept together with their master daguerreotypes, resulIng in
a very small number of conﬁrmed plate pairs. The rarity and value of these cultural heritage objects
jusIﬁed an in-depth study, especially given that the technique of electrotyping daguerreotypes was sIll
poorly understood, and that lijle had been published on the topic. A reconstrucIon of the process was
ajempted with the goal of understanding whether the historical daguerreotype electrotypes could be
considered to have typical characterisIcs of the process.
In addiIon to a study of historical and modern technical sources, eight historical objects and three
modern reconstrucIons were photographically documented and examined visually in ambient and
ultraviolet light. Three historical objects and one modern reconstrucIon were analysed with X-ray
Fluorescence Spectroscopy (XRF). Three historical objects and two modern reconstrucIons were
analysed in a Scanning Electron Microscope with Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS).
ReconstrucIon ajempts following historical descripIons as precisely as possible did not lead to results
similar to historical electrotypes. However, ﬁndings suggested that likely some kind of surface treatment
of the daguerreotype has been carried out prior to electrotyping, even though such treatment is not
menIoned in the historical instrucIons. By applying a thin separaIon layer of beeswax to the
daguerreotype surface, electrotypes were subsequently obtained that closely resemble the historical
objects by visual examinaIon with the naked eye as well as by SEM.
UlImately, several features as observed on historical daguerreotype electrotypes appeared to be
reproducible in the reconstrucIon and may be considered characterisIc to the process. Although further
research on the reconstrucIon is required, the ﬁndings of this study may prove useful in idenIfying yet
unidenIﬁed daguerreotype electrotypes and in studying their mechanisms of aging. It is hoped that the
reconstrucIon of this historical process will contribute to the ﬁeld of photograph conservaIon, and that
this presentaIon will raise awareness for these rare and beauIful objects.
3:00 PM
Emerging photograph conservators of the 2020s
Speaker(s): Millard Schisler and Patricia de Filippi
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Private PracIce in BRAZIL; Johns Hopkins University, BalImore, MD, USA
Abstract
Photography has gone through many changes since the ﬁrst experiences by Niepce and Daguerre. Many
diﬀerent techniques and processes were invented, some lasIng longer than others, but all of them gave
their contribuIon to the extraordinary rich history of photography. Photograph conservators have had
the privilege of caring for all these diverse materials.
The surge of digital photography has created new challenges as now we not only deal with the
preservaIon of objects, but also with caring for digital informaIon, and all the complexiIes that are
wrapped in with digital conservaIon. How will the emerging photograph conservators be trained to work
with analog and digital photographs?
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Through this 20-minute talk, I will speak about the need for an educaIonal program built for the
emerging photograph conservators that will have to deal with these complexiIes throughout their
career and give a perspecIve on how this program can be designed.
As GLAMs start receiving born digital collecIons containing digital photographs and also take advantage
of the resources of digiIzaIon to give access and as a means of preservaIon of their analog collecIons,
we see an increase in the need of conservators that can bridge the gap, from analog photographs, their
digiIzaIon, and dealing with born digital photographs. This can be the role of a Media conservator, but
in most cases, these professionals are caring for audio and moving images, with tape and ﬁlm collecIons
and other born digital materials. What will be the role for a photograph conservator to care for sIll
digital photographs? Digital photographs are composed of digital data, zeros and ones, just like all other
forms of digital data. But, there are speciﬁc issues of digital photographs that can and need to be
addressed by professionals whose job has been to care for the producIon of photographs from our
cultural heritage.
These emerging photograph conservators will care for photographs, either analog or digital, and be able
to interact with other professionals caring for the analog and digital preservaIon of other materials and
be an important component in the preservaIon of contemporary born-digital photographs.
3:25 – 4:00 PM
BREAK
4:00 PM
The Kodak Colorama CollecQon at Museums Victoria
Speaker(s): Belinda Gourley
Co-Author(s): Rosemary Goodall and Fiona Kinsey
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Museums Victoria, AUSTRALIA
Abstract
In 2005 Museums Victoria began working with Kodak Australasia to acquire a large and signiﬁcant
collecIon, now known as the Kodak Heritage CollecIon, from its Coburg factory that it closed down in
November 2004. Part of this acquisiIon has included a small collecIon of Kodak Coloramas (large scale
photographic transparencies) and associated archival material. Kodak Australasia supplied Coloramas
and a display box to Spencer Street StaIon in Melbourne for many years unIl 1986. Smaller versions
were also distributed as visual merchandising to Kodak branches throughout Australia from around
1980. Available sizes in Australia reportedly ranged from around 16 x 20 inches to 3 x 10 feet.
So while the Australian Colorama campaign was not as grand (in terms of physical size and Imespan) as
that which Eastman Kodak provided for Grand Central StaIon in New York City, the collecIon that has
been amassed at Museums Victoria is interesIng for various reasons. It includes copies of some iconic
‘Aussie’ images that were added to the Colorama catalogue, and examples of what appear to have been
used working copies.
This paper will brieﬂy discuss the Kodak Colorama collecIon at Museums Victoria, in terms of its scope
and history. It will then go onto discuss the conservaIon work that has been undertaken to integrate the
items into the collecIon, which includes documentaIon, digiIsaIon, analysis of materials and their
degradaIon products with Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy, selecIve remedial treatment, and
rehousing of oversized photographic transparencies for long term storage.
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The approach taken to this conservaIon work has been shaped by numerous factors which will also be
explored in the presentaIon. These include workspace and capacity restricIons; and a desire to blend
remedial conservaIon work (so as to make the items accessible now and in the future) whilst striving to
retain a sense of their working history and their signiﬁcance as examples of historically signiﬁcant image
technology.
4:25 PM
Mouldy makers: Conserving Ed van der Elsken's 45.000 colour slides
Speaker(s): Katrin Pietsch and Lénia Oliveira Fernandes
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Nederlands Fotomuseum, Rojerdam, NETHERLANDS
Abstract
Colour slides are a modern and yet outdated medium that was produced from the 1940s unIl the 2000s
and is associated with both amateur photography and ﬁne-art collecIons. ConservaIon professionals
have only recently started producing in depth knowledge about these objects, mainly focusing on
prevenIve conservaIon. As slides are especially known for being prone to colour fading and biological
decay, this is indeed essenIal. However, sources on how to acIvely treat damaged objects are scarce
and insuﬃcient. Given the nature of these photographs, it is more common that the same problem will
aﬀect large collecIons rather than just a single object.
Such was the case at the Nederlands Fotomuseum, where a group of about 45.000 colour slides from
Dutch arIst Ed van der Elsken (1925-1990) had been waiIng for treatment since the acquisiIon of the
photographer’s enIre archive in 1993. Ed was a frequent user of colour slides since the early 1950s,
parIcularly of Ektachrome and Kodachrome 35mm ﬁlm. He lived with his family in Edam - a rural area
known for its dykes - where his negaIves and slides where stored throughout the years in a house
heavily inﬂuenced by seasonal climate changes. Humid condiIons lead to mould growth that fed on the
gelaIne emulsion surfaces, aﬀecIng over 85% of this collecIon.
Although keeping the collecIon in the museum’s cold storage slowed down its degradaIon, the urge to
act against this irreversible problem grew even more when some of Ed’s very early slides were found to
be damaged beyond repair. It took several years of research to ﬁnally develop a safe, Ime and cost
eﬀecIve treatment method, which was put to the test in a pilot restoraIon project during the summer
of 2015. As a result, about one thousand slides were cleaned and digiIzed to reprint van der Elsken’s
1974 “Eye Love You” book.
Funding campaigns for the treatment of the enIre collecIon followed. Surprisingly as successful, aver
several months enough ﬁnancial support was collected to ﬁnance the conservaIon of the rest of Ed van
der Elsken’ slide archive. StarIng in October 2016, the remaining slides were assessed individually and
submijed to mass wet treatment. The developed restoraIon methodology - coupled with digiIzaIon
and cataloguing eﬀorts - made van der Elsken’s colour slides aver a project Ime of about two years
accessible once again. Furthermore, the understanding of van der Elsken’s oeuvre has been enhanced by
a deeper look into its materiality. For example, ﬁlm idenIﬁcaIon helped to bejer understand the
aestheIcs and conservaIon state of each image, as well as to more accurately deﬁne its producIon
date. As a conclusion to this project, the Nederlands Fotomuseum is planning an exhibiIon in 2019 that
will be enIrely dedicated to van der Elsken’s colour work.
This presentaIon will reﬂect upon the journey that lead to the restoraIon of van der Elsken’s mouldy
colour slides and how the acquired knowledge can be applied to similar plasIc based photographic
materials.
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4:50 PM
Discovering, preserving and promoQng the photographic collecQons at the NaQonal Library of
Scotland.
Speaker(s): Ioannis Vasallos
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): NaIonal Library of Scotland, UK
Abstract
The NaIonal Library of Scotland holds large and important photographic collecIons daIng from the
1840s to the present day, and covering a broad range of themes and photographic formats and
processes. A surveying project was iniIated in July 2017 to locate, assess and record the condiIon of the
photographic collecIons, with the aim of creaIng a prioriIsed conservaIon plan, thereby ensuring the
preservaIon of the collecIons and improving their accessibility to the public. The survey documented
more than 1000 collecIons, containing more than 380,000 photographs. The images show the history of
Sco€sh life and culture over the past 170 years, and cover other themes including science, travel,
exploraIon and military and missionary acIviIes. The survey ﬁndings demonstrate the scale and
signiﬁcance of the library’s photographic collecIons, making their preservaIon of paramount
importance.
This talk will give a short account of the survey, reviewing the pros and cons of the approach taken, and
will describe the preservaIon challenges now facing the library. The process for prioriIsing and
implemenIng acIons will be explained, with reference to the range of formats encountered and the
ways in which the collecIons have been organised and catalogued in the past. It is proposed that the
library will now prepare a funding bid for a project involving the cataloguing, conservaIon and
digiIzaIon of some of the photographic collecIons, and the criteria for creaIng a successful applicaIon
will be discussed.
The talk will also explore the opportuniIes arising as a result of the survey to promote the collecIons
through social media and develop community projects, including working with volunteers and other
public engagement acIviIes. These projects will allow the public to engage with the conservaIon of
cultural heritage and the history of photography and photographic processes.

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21st
9:00 AM
Conserving the Matrix: InvesQgaQon of the Ernest J. Bellocq glass plate negaQve collecQon
Speaker(s): Elsa Thyss
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, NY, USA
Abstract
Ernest J. Bellocq’s Storyville photographs, made in the early-twenIeth century in New Orleans, have
been the subject of many fantasies. Discovered by Lee Friedlander in an anIque store in 1958, they were
revealed to the public through an exhibiIon, with a related catalog and organized by MoMA in 1970,
featuring Friedlander’s prints made from the original negaIves. So far, any original prints from Bellocq’s
days have not been found. In 2013, The Met acquired the collecIon of 88 original Storyville glass
negaIves, where they became available for further invesIgaIon. This 3-year research comprises gaining
a bejer understanding of the technical history of glass plate negaIves while undertaking the
conservaIon steps necessary to preserve and give access to the objects. The reasons for this project
stem from the extraordinary historic and arIsIc value of these negaIves, and from the fact that they
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belong to a major insItuIon possessing the resources to carry out the highest standards of
conservaIon. In the 1910s, the materials for gelaIn silver photographs on glass were manufactured,
which allowed the photographer to focus on his exposure and composiIon skills to produce suitable
matrices for prinIng. This talk will cover the materials that make up the plates, including the media
intenIonally added in the post-processing steps. Finally, we will present the conservaIon eﬀorts carried
out to stabilize the physical damage. The design and concepIon of transparent conservaIon housings
will foster access for scholars to view these objects, which sIll have many mysteries yet to be uncovered.
9:25 AM
Gardner’s Photographic Sketch Book of the War: A case study for the manufacture and deterioraQon of
photographic albums
Speakers(s): Laura Panadero
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Harvard Art Museums, Cambridge, MA, USA
Abstract
Alexander Gardner published Gardner’s Photographic Sketch Book of the War in 1866, immediately
following the end of the American Civil War. The two-volume book contained 100 albumen photographs,
each mounted to a lithographically printed mount page, and preceded by a page with lejerpress text
describing the image. Gardner’s Washington D.C. studio printed the photographs using negaIves from
eleven photographers. Gardner is thought to have produced approximately 150 copies of the Sketch
Book, of which 67 extant copies have been idenIﬁed.
The copy of the Sketch Book at the Harvard Art Museums was frequently in demand for exhibiIon and
study. An in-depth technical study was prompted by concern over the light stability of the photographs,
and an interest in several unexplained condiIon issues. The albumen photographs were dramaIcally
faded in pajerns which appeared to be a result of interacIons between the photographs and the
lithographically printed elements of the book. The photographs themselves seemed to have caused
degradaIon in the paper of facing album leaves. Comparison of HAM’s copy with several other copies in
North American collecIons further deﬁned pajerns of deterioraIon present across copies of the Sketch
Book.
Close examinaIon and analysis of the photographs and printed pages provided some insight into the
nature of the interacIons between the photographic and non-photographic elements of the book.
Analysis included XRF of the photographic image material and lithographic inks, FTIR of coaIngs and
adhesives, and ﬁber analysis of text and photographic mount papers. The light stability of the
photographs was also directly measured with microfade tesIng, followed by spectrophotometry before
and aver exhibiIon. The results of this analysis will be presented along with possible explanaIons for
some of the unusual pajerns of deterioraIon observed in the Sketch Book.
Albumen photographs were extremely common in photographic albums and books of the 19th century.
Much scholarship has been devoted to the manufacture and aging of albumen photographs, and some
to the binding structures and mounIng methods used in photographic albums. However, the material
interacIons between albumen prints and other components of photographically illustrated books and
albums are less well documented. This research on the Sketch Book is a step towards a bejer
understanding of the photographic book as a whole object. This type of technical research is common to
photograph conservaIon in a museum se€ng. Research undertaken not in service of eventual
treatment, but rather to prevent further deterioraIon that might result from exhibiIon and handling.
Although less immediate than physical treatment, this technical historical work has a lasIng impact on
the preservaIon of photographic heritage.
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9:50 AM
Why recreate rare processes? The case of the printed daguerreotype.
Speaker(s): MarIn Jürgens
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS
Abstract
This talk will explore an important how and why of photograph conservaIon: the tool of process
recreaIon. This technique enhances our understanding of historical materials and pracIce and also
allows us to experience the challenges that photographic pioneers encountered. By pracIcing the
process ourselves, we are bejer able to disInguish original ﬂaws from later deterioraIon, and we can
idenIfy and describe photographs more accurately. This leads to informed decision-making when
treaIng original objects, resulIng in an overall improvement of our professional pracIce. This talk will
examine process recreaIon speciﬁcally in the context of the etched and printed daguerreotype, a rare
technique that has not yet been studied in suﬃcient detail.
In the past, research in photograph conservaIon was oven concerned with large, global topics,
resulIng in broad agreement on fundamental issues such as storage condiIons, PAT tesIng or
exhibiIon guidelines. More recently, however, studies have increasingly focused on less thoroughly
examined subjects, such as individual processes, mounIng techniques or speciﬁc adhesives. For
example, the NaIonal Gallery of Art’s collaboraIve research on plaInum/palladium prints started out on
a path that may have seemed narrow at ﬁrst, but that ended up in vastly expanding (and someImes
contradicIng) our former understanding of one process family. The project’s approach of combining
(art-)historical research, technical analysis and conservaIon experIse beneﬁjed greatly from
recreaIons of original photographic processes. In recreaIon, we are examining the processes from a
distance – looking back into the past – with what we believe to be a more advanced state of knowledge
and much more complex set of instruments of measurement and analysis. However, oven enough we
ﬁnd that we cannot saIsfactorily replicate historic photographs, even with modern equipment and
science. Such was the experience that we had during a study at the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam: the
replicaIon of the daguerreotype acid etching process pracIced by Dr Joseph Berres in Vienna in the
1840s.
Berres converted daguerreotypes into intaglio prinIng plates with the goal of mulIplying
photomicrographs for his arIcles in medical journals. All over Europe (and possibly even in the USA), a
number of other pioneers also experimented with etching daguerreotypes. In the 1840s and 50s,
Alphonse Poitevin developed yet other methods of prinIng daguerreotypes, among them the gelaIn
transfer and the gravure photochimique. Together with Nicéphore Niepce’s héliographie and Talbot’s
photoglyphic engraving, these processes form a sort of proto-soil from which photomechanical
processes would gradually grow and branch out, ﬁnally coming into full bloom as a medium for the mass
disseminaIon of photographic imagery. Since much innovaIve research (and much process recreaIon)
would help in bejer understanding and preserving the many variants of photomechanical processes, this
talk will conclude with a call for partnership in a large collaboraIve project that will examine the
materials, techniques, and history of photomechanical prinIng of the 19th century.
10:15 – 11:00 AM
BREAK
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11:00 AM
ReproducQon as a strategy for photograph conservaQon: theory and pracQce.
Speaker(s): Marta García Celma
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): CICS – Cologne InsItute of ConservaIon Sciences, Cologne University of
Applied Sciences, Cologne, GERMANY
Abstract
The State-of-the-art conservaIon of photographic materials has introduced reproducIon as a suitable
tool for the recovering of selected aspects of contemporary photographs presenIng apparent changes of
condiIon. Since the early 2000s, arIsts from The Düsseldorf School of Photography have made use of
photographic reproducIon to recreate the original aestheIcs of formerly faded photographs. However,
reproducIon places conservaIon approaches for photographic materials and ethics for conservaIon
under scruIny and opens discussions over the concept of authenIcity on reproduced photographic
artworks.
This presentaIon considers that reproducIon as a conservaIon strategy follows a value-led
decision-making process, in which photographs values are ascribed or related to stakeholders’ opinions
(Muñoz Viñas 2005:179). As such, when diﬀerent stakeholders’ sociocultural and professional
backgrounds are taken into account, photographs’ values, or photographs realms of authenIcity, are
oven found to be mulIple, dynamic and in a state of ﬂux. AddiIonally, photographic reproducIon is
strongly inﬂuenced and directed by obsolescence and by the aﬀordances given by or to the available
technologies and materials: the possibiliIes for acIon relaIve to the subject-arIfacts relaIonship. (Davis
and Chouinard 2017:6).
Through collaboraIon with conservators, curators, arIsts, and Grieger prinIng lab, this study
retrospecIvely researches case-studies belonging to the Düsseldorf School of Photography’ arIsts in
which reproducIon has been used as a conservaIon strategy. This area of the research nurtures itself
from sociological studies focusing on heritage’s values and theory on the conservaIon of modern and
contemporary artworks, and it invesIgates how reproducIon impacted stakeholder’s visualizaIons over
the artworks' realms of authenIciIes.
11:25 AM
SFMOMA ArQst IniQaQve: Interdisciplinary research on reprinQng color photographs as a preservaQon
soluQon.
Speaker(s): Roberta Piantavigna and Erin O’Toole
Co-Author(s): Theresa Andrews
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, San Francisco, CA, USA
Abstract
The pracIce of reprinIng damaged photographic artworks as a preservaIon soluIon has increasingly
become a topic of research in conservaIon, as well as a majer of debate amongst conservators,
curators, and arIsts. Of central concern are photographic materials such as chromogenic and RC prints
produced from the 1970s to the 1990s, which are known for their inherent instability. Recent
innovaIons in digital technology and the improved quality of papers and inks have enabled arIsts and
museums to refabricate vintage prints for preservaIon and exhibiIon purposes. Although some
museums have been undertaking such projects for many years, only a handful of studies have addressed
the topic. While they typically outline the philosophical foundaIons of the art historical and ethical
implicaIons of reprinIng, these studies tend to lack a more holisIc perspecIve that takes into account
the viewpoints of arIsts, curators, art historians and the market.
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SFMOMA’s rich collecIon includes a large number of color photographs, and the museum has long been
concerned with the proper handling of this material. Prudent display guidelines have limited the
progressive deterioraIon of color works, and with the recent expansion of the building, the museum has
added cool and cold vaults for color photographs, which will further extend the life of these fragile
objects. Over the last two decades, curators and conservators at SFMOMA have worked in tandem with
several arIsts to reprint photographs that were deemed unexhibitable due to changes in their
appearance. As more and more arIsts have approached the museum to discuss the possibility of
reprinIng their work, SFMOMA felt the need to invesIgate the majer more deeply, with the goal of
developing a policy to help guide the decision-making process in the future. Such a policy will balance
the museum’s ethical responsibiliIes to arIsts with the importance of maintaining its independence
with regard to art historical interpretaIon and conservaIon.
The SFMOMA ArIst IniIaIve, funded by The Andrew W. Mellow FoundaIon and launched in 2014, aims
to redeﬁne the museum’s approach to reprinIng, and more broadly to acquisiIon, stewardship and
display of contemporary photography. As part of the project, SFMOMA interviewed ﬁve American
photographers with prints in the collecIon that had either already showed signs of change, or were
made on unstable material prone to deterioraIon. During the summer of 2018, the ArIst IniIaIve team,
made up of conservators, curators, registrars and other staﬀ of the museum’s CollecIons division,
draved a policy, and met with colleagues at various American and European insItuIons to share our
ﬁndings and learn about their experiences. In April 2019, SFMOMA will host a colloquium where we will
share research ﬁndings and invite arIsts, curators, conservators, dealers, and other experts from the
ﬁeld of photography and contemporary art to contribute and engage in an open discussion on this
important subject. Focus, methodology, objecIves and most recent ﬁndings of the SFMOMA ArIst
IniIaIve on Photography will be discussed.
11:50 AM
ComplicaQons with “My Birth”
Speaker(s): Krista Lough
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): The Museum of Modern Art, New York City, NY, USA
Abstract
In March 2018 the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) opened their biennial exhibiIon celebraIng New
Photography. Established in 1985, the series is a signiﬁcant part of the Museum’s contemporary
photography program and has introduced new work by over 100 arIsts from around the world. The
2018 exhibiIon, Being, focused on how photography can capture what it means to be human.
Two weeks before the close of Being the Department of Photography at MoMA speciﬁed interest in
acquiring a site-speciﬁc installaIon from the exhibiIon. The installaIon “My Birth” by Carmen Winant
consists of approximately three thousand images of women in various stages of childbirth, all taped,
ﬂoor to ceiling to the gallery walls of a narrow corridor. The arIst collected the images for the installaIon
from books, pamphlets, newspapers, and other ephemera, creaIng a passageway of images with various
colors and textures.
The objects were installed in the gallery, under the direcIon of the arIst, with blue painter’s tape.
Several tape loops were used to secure the pieces to the walls, while a small piece of blue tape was used
on the recto for aestheIc purposes. Occasionally, tape had been employed on verso to repair tears and
join images that were separated by book spines. Some of the materials had been used by the arIst in
smaller installaIons and exhibited skinned areas from previous tape removal.
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This talk will focus on the acquisiIon consideraIons and conservaIon implicaIons of acquiring a tape
installed work of this magnitude. It will outline the decisions surrounding the when, how and why to
remove tape, repair tears, and consolidate skinned areas on around three thousand objects. It will
address how the museum in conjuncIon with the arIst can develop an installaIon methodology that is
safe for the works but respects the arIst installaIon desires; and when and if it is appropriate to make
facsimiles of inherently fragile components.
As arIsts stretch the bounds of museum installaIons, conservators should work with the arIst to devise
safe and appropriate installaIon methods. As a result of the installaIon of “My Birth”, conservaIon is
developing a document of talking points to iniIate discussions with arIsts and museum stake-holders
surrounding complicated installaIons. The goal of the document is to raise awareness of the need to
work with the arIst to safely install works while preserving the arIst’s intent and aestheIc. This
presentaIon will discuss the trials and tribulaIons of the exhibiIon and potenIal acquisiIon of this large
installaIon with the goal of providing insight to other museum conservators who may encounter similar
complicated objects.
12:15 – 2:00 PM LUNCH
(12:15 – 1:00 PM ICOM-CC PMWG BUSINESS MEETING)
(1:20 – 1:55 PM NYPL JEROME ROBBINS TOUR)
2:00 – 2:30 PM (Three talks 7 min each, 9 minutes of quesIons following)
Conserving the Knights-Whikome NegaQve CollecQon: A Pain in the Glass?
Speaker: Sarah Allen
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): ABCD ConservaIon Studio, UK
Abstract
What happens when you’re unable to ﬁnd a saIsfactory conservaIon treatment? When the balance
between budget and Ime constraints against the research needed to ﬁnd a soluIon means that no
resoluIon can be reached? This paper discusses this dilemma using the case study of the Knights
Whijome project, and admits that despite best eﬀorts, no treatment was able to be carried out on the
severely blocked glass plate negaIves in the collecIon. The various remedial conservaIon treatments
tested and analyIcal techniques used (and eventually discarded) are discussed – in the hope that
opening up this quesIon to the internaIonal photographic materials conservaIon community, an
answer will be found! The Knights-Whijome photographic archive of 10,000 Edwardian glass plate
negaIves was rescued from a skip in a London high street in 1988, having previously been abandoned
and then forgojen about in a damp basement since the closure of the photographic studio in 1918.
Unsurprisingly, the collecIon was consequently in very poor condiIon and only begun to be tackled aver
a successful UK Heritage Lojery Funded bid in 2014, under the banner of the “Past on Glass” (see the
project blog here hjps://pastonglass.wordpress.com/). The project aimed to conserve, catalogue and
digiIse this unique Ime capsule of a high-street studio, who was also photographer to the King and
acIve during a seminal period of BriIsh History.
This paper discusses the challenges of conserving a glass plate negaIve collecIon in such poor condiIon
against budget and Ime constraints. Over 2500 negaIves were conserved over the 2-year project, with
the excepIon of a small but signiﬁcant number of severely blocked negaIves. These negaIves were
unusual in that their envelopes were deeply embedded within the gelaIne emulsion, but the underlying
image was sIll intact (i.e. the water ingress had not dissolved the gelaIne layer). Various remedial
techniques were explored (including ‘backing removal’ of the envelope – successful but too Ime
consuming within project parameters; humidiﬁcaIon by various means – the gelaIne was denatured
and too fragile; use of enzymes on the paper – too expensive and again too Ime consuming; etc) as well
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as other non-invasive means of gaining access to the image including mulIspectral imaging;
Xradiography; etc.
“Larger Than Life”- Edwin Forrest Mammoth Daguerreotype ConservaQon Challenges
Speaker: Elena Bulat
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Weissman PreservaIon Center, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA
Abstract
This paper focuses on the conservaIon challenges and opportuniIes presented by a mammoth plate
daguerreotype of American stage actor Edwin Forrest from the Theatre CollecIon at Houghton Library,
Harvard University. Although mammoth daguerreotypes are very rare, the Theatre CollecIon has two of
these photographs, both depicIng the same person- the famous American actor Edwin Forrest. The
daguerreotypes have no ajribuIon or provenance. Both Imperial photographs have similar housing
styles, which include a frame and window mat with velvet and metal decoraIve elements. The size,
decoraIve style, and the image aestheIc suggest that they were made by the same photographer
possibly just a few years apart. Who created these two mammoth daguerreotypes of Edwin Forrest?
How did they come to Harvard? Why is there no informaIon about such important objects?
Mammoth daguerreotypes pose conservaIon challenges not just because of their size, but also because
they usually do not have a standard housing. Framed daguerreotypes oven have the plate pasted
directly to a mat or other housing elements with animal or starch based glue. If the adhesion fails, the
plate ends up ﬂoaIng loosely inside of the housing package making it vulnerable to damage. This was
the case with one of the Edwin Forrest’s daguerreotypes. This daguerreotype also came to the Weissman
PreservaIon Center with severe glass deterioraIon which dramaIcally obscured the image. Also the
plate sat loosely under a water damaged and moldy window mat.
To provide a proper housing for such a large format daguerreotype plate and also keep the historic
appearance required some level of engineering and creaIve thinking. The author will give a report on
the techniques used for preserving one of these daguerreotypes and will share some thoughts from the
invesIgaIon into its ajribuIon.
DigiQzing collecQons – A reﬂecQon on archive negaQve collecQons, prioriQzing treatments and what is
lost.
Speaker: Catarina Pereira (a,c)
Co-Authors: Laura Castro (a), Carolina Barata (a,b), Margarita San Andrés (c)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): (a)School of Arts, CITAR Portuguese Catholic University (Porto), Porto,
PORTUGAL; (b) GEOBIOTEC – Geoscience Departament, Aveiro University, Aveiro, PORTUGAL; (c)
Complutense University of Madrid. Faculty of Fine Arts. Dep. PainIng and RestoraIon. Materials
Laboratory [LabMat], Madrid, SPAIN
Abstract
A common pracIce today, for photograph collecIons, is to create images databases available, or not, online. Usually, this is regarded as an added value to the collecIon, especially for making it available
outside its community. The proposed presentaIon focus on the factors that deﬁne and prioriIze the
digiIzing process and other conservaIon treatments of archive negaIve photograph collecIons. Also, a
reﬂecIon is made to what possible impact the access to images on-line will have in, eventual, decreasing
value, or interest, for the original object.
The memory of important historical photographic studios is now safeguarded in archives, usually in the
form of large negaIve collecIons. Like other collecIons, it is necessary to consider Ime and resources
when prioriIzing diﬀerent procedures. This comes down to the quesIon of value and what values
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ensure and jusIfy the need for preservaIon of the speciﬁc photographic object. There are several, such
as arIsIc or historical values, among others and an object may be valued for more than one. For
example, a photograph by Nadar will have arIsIc value but now also historical value.
But, unlike other archive, or other museum collecIons, photography has a parIcular ambiguity between
the value of its reproducible image and the unique original matrix, or photographic object. In the
example above, Nadar’s subjects were oven his contemporary cultural ﬁgures, so the image also has
remembrance value. The photographic object itself would have also archeological value, in the sense
that it is a tesImony for its period technology. Another example is to consider that archives, that have
both the negaIve and the original print, will digiIze the negaIve, for viewing online, and use the print,
for public display.
A photographic negaIve object is presented on-line in its converted posiIve form, because the image
has more value than the object. Here it will be argued that steps in the photographic process are lost in
this procedure, such as retouching, diﬀerences in prinIng technique or even choice of support, which
are not reproduced in the digital image. It might be argued that, with the digital process, negaIve
collecIon will have an increase in historical value. But this will not be reﬂected in individual objects,
when there are thousands of similar ones. SIll, each one has its own nuances that make the diﬀerence.
Those who closely contact, and study negaIve collecIons, conservators, archivists, historians, or others,
should be aware to promote and broadcast these diﬀerences. Including addiIonal images or in wrijen
text, about the characterisIc of the physical object and other intervenIons, such as retouching, will be a
complement to the descripIon of the digital image. This will add value to negaIve collecIons and its
individual objects and hence ensure their preservaIon.
2:30 – 3:00 PM (Three talks 7 min each, 9 minutes of quesIons following)
Coming in from the cold
Speaker: Mark Strange
Co-Author(s): Lizzie Meek
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Alexander Turnbull Library, NaIonal Library of New Zealand, Wellington, NEW
ZEALAND
Abstract
In 2012 a small cardboard box of processed sheet ﬁlm negaIves was discovered in AntarcIca. The box
had been lev in a darkroom at the hut at Cape Evans, built during Robert Falcon Scoj’s expediIon in
January 1911. The box was found by conservators employed by AntarcIc Heritage Trust, that cares for
the expediIon bases in the Ross Sea region that were built by the explorers Borchgrevink, Scoj,
Shackleton and Hillary.
The box had been in the AntarcIc climate for just over a century and the enclosed 22 sheets were in a
fair to poor condiIon. While cold and frozen for most of the Ime, the ﬁlm appeared to have been
exposed to annual thaws and condensaIon during the summer months. The ﬁlm nitrate ﬁlm base was
yellowing, there were areas of loss and some mould damage to the gelaIn, and all the sheets were
blocked together in a single stack – with two sheets folded over on each other. ExaminaIon of the
images was restricted; they were unable to be viewed or scanned to interpret the image content.
The ﬁlms had been hand-cut and varied in size, most slightly smaller than 4x5”. From the edges of the
ﬁlm and in few places where the ﬁlm was not ajached it was possible to parIally view various
seascapes, icebergs, skyscapes, and a couple of portraits of individual men, although this was limited.
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This paper gives an account of the process of separaIng the blocked sheets, re-establishing enough
ﬂatness to enable them to be scanned, and the image content that was revealed.
The photography and the work of an arQst: albumen and gelaQn photographs from the Arturo
Viligiardi’s corpus. ConservaQon treatment and study for Idrogels applicaQon.
Speaker: Giulia FraIcelli (OPD)
Co-Author(s): Barbara Cajaneo (OPD), Gabriele Coccolini (OPD), Emanuela SesI (ALINARI), Iseja Tosini
(OPD), Rodorico Giorgi (CSGI-UNIFI)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Opiﬁcio delle Pietre Dure of Florence (OPD), Alinari FoundaIon for the
History of Photograph (ALINARI), CSGI SoluIons for ConservaIon of Cultural Heritage, University of
Chemistry of Florence (CSGI-UNIFI), ITALY
Abstract
The aim of this project has been the conservaIon treatment of nine albumen and gelaIne photographic
prints from the Italian arIst Arturo Viligiardi’s (1869-1936) fund, held among the Fratelli Alinari
CollecIons, Florence (Italy). The conservaIon work on the prints has been carried out thanks to the
results obtained by a preliminary experimental applicaIon of gelify systems (chemical Hidrogels created
by the University of Florence Department of Chemistry within the NANOFORART project) on
photographic surfaces, adapIng the use of this new technology to the conservaIve needs of each item.
The goal of this experimentaIon was to evaluate if such systems had the potenIal to conﬁne the acIon
of solvents and allow an elevated we€ng control, even on extremely delicate surfaces like photographic
ones. Thanks to the idenIﬁcaIon of several graphic sketches and colour stains on the photographic
surface, a revived ajenIon was placed on arIsts’ widespread use of photography as a working tool and
on the importance of preserving these “staines” which document the use of the photographs in arIst’s
workshop.
This conservaIon treatment has been the result of a thesis work at the Opiﬁcio delle Pietre Dure of
Florence, which took one year. During this Ime, several professionals contributed in deﬁning scienIﬁc,
ethical and methodological aspects involved in the project.
ElevaQng Photography to Fine Art: SQeglitz’s Carbon Prints
Speaker: Courtney Helion
Co-Author(s): Joan M. Walker, and Constance McCabe
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Art ConservaIon Department at SUNY Buﬀalo State, USA; NaIonal Gallery of
Art, Washington, DC, USA
Abstract
Alfred SIeglitz is well known for his plaInum and silver gelaIn photographs, but early in his career he
also made carbon prints and wrote about the process, promoIng it as an eﬀecIve tool to create works
of art. Unlike the more familiar printed-out and developed-out silver and iron-based processes, carbon
prints depend on the light-sensiIvity of dichromated colloids. Pigmented dichromated gelaIn Issues act
as intermediary substrates that are ulImately transferred to a receiving support. TradiIonally, carbon
was one of many ﬁnal image materials in the prints—other pigments were also used to produce carbon
prints in a wide range of colors.
The NaIonal Gallery of Art’s collecIon of photographs by Alfred SIeglitz, known as the “Key Set,”
numbers more than 1,640 photographs including eleven carbon prints made in the late 1890s. The
carbon prints in SIeglitz’s Key Set were analyzed to determine the binder, pigment, and presence of
coaIngs. They range in color from sepia to shades of gray-black, with paper surface textures ranging
from smooth to rough. Several of the prints display evidence of the carbon transfer process, such as
burst bubbles from the transfer process and varying sheen from the densest to lightest image areas.
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Evidence of a coaIng was also observed in one print. An addiIonal twelvh print had been idenIﬁed as a
“carbon or gum bichromate print,” but through technical and visual analysis it was determined to be a
photogravure.
This type of invesIgaIon highlights the need for non-invasive analysis to more accurately determine the
materials and processes used to produce a print, which helps to guide preservaIon decisions for
photograph collecIons. Proper conservaIon treatment depends on a thorough knowledge of materials
and methods of producIon and the speciﬁc photograph’s physical and aestheIc character.
PMG is turning 40! A look back as the group celebrates a major anniversary and approaches a
generaQonal ship
3:00 PM
Speaker(s): Zach Long and Amanda Maloney
Co-Author(s): Rachel Wetzel
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): George Eastman Museum, Rochester, NY, and the Northeast Document
ConservaIon Center (NEDCC), Andover, MA, USA
Abstract
On August 20, 1979 the Photographic Materials Group (PMG) became the ﬁrst specialty group in the
American InsItute for ConservaIon of Historic and ArIsIc Works (AIC). The formaIon of PMG blazed a
trail for other specialIes to follow and brought about a major organizaIonal change in AIC. At the Ime
photograph conservaIon was sIll very much in its infancy and the newly formed group would act as a
venue for the exchange of new techniques and informaIon. The group grew slowly at ﬁrst, but would
eventually increase to hundreds and have an internaIonal reach. This presentaIon is a slideshow with a
mulItude of images covering the group’s history, publicaIons, and collaboraIons. To shed some light on
a period lijle known to the later generaIons, parIcular eﬀort was placed on drumming up material from
the ﬁrst seven years, before the creaIon of Topics in Photographic PreservaIon. Those of the founding
generaIon, come reminisce of meeIngs and colleagues past. Younger generaIon, learn a lijle of your
lineage and come see what your supervisors looked like when they were your age! A summary of an
impressive four decades with a lot of accomplishments and a lot to celebrate!
3:25 – 4:00 PM
BREAK
4:00 PM
AkribuQons, Working Methods and ScienQﬁc Analysis of Robert Cornelius’ Daguerreotypes- How a
collaboraQve partnership of conservators, curators, scienQsts and arQsts help to collecQvely broaden
the understanding of the history of early photography in America.
Speaker: Rachel Wetzel
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): CCAHA - ConservaIon Center for Art & Historic ArIfacts, Philadelphia, PA, USA
Abstract
From 2017 to the present a team of photograph conservators, photograph curators, a conservaIon
scienIst and a modern-day daguerreotypist have worked on a NaIonal Endowment for the HumaniIes
Research & Development Grant to catalog and document the collecIve works of Philadelphia-based
daguerreotypist Robert Cornelius. In his short but proliﬁc period of creaIng portraiture in Philadelphia
between 1839-1842, Cornelius lev behind a body of less than 60 daguerreotypes all produced on handmade plates with unique cases and frames, all marked with his signature. Research project leader, Rachel
Wetzel, spent the bejer part of the two years traveling and examining all of the known daguerreotypes
plates made by Cornelius. She gained not only a bejer understanding of his working methods but of the
changes to the daguerreotype in the early development of the process to the destrucIve consequences
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of the historic cleaning agents, all within this body of one man’s work. Many daguerreotypes were
presented along the way that didn’t ﬁt the physical ajributes of Robert Cornelius’ work but were likely
made in the same Ime era, possibly even in Philadelphia during the early part of the Daguerreian era.
This talk will focus on notaIng the speciﬁc ajributes of Robert Cornelius’ daguerreotypes and how
through the collaboraIve work of this team, one daguerreotype that was previously ajributed to
Cornelius through scienIﬁc analysis was ajributed to another daguerreotypist connected to Cornelius.
Simultaneously, it will uncover the myth behind the “Cornelius” American-style case which is so oven an
incorrect source of ajribuIon of his daguerreotypes. Finally, it will draw conclusions on how the
collaboraIve nature of nineteenth century commerce in Philadelphia parallels the alliance between
various museum professionals today who are assembling a historic puzzle with a lot of missing pieces.
4:25 PM
Visualizing the nanoscale: new developments in the understanding and preservaQon of the
daguerreotype image.
Speaker: Andrea E. Schlather (a)
Co-Author(s): Paul Gieri (b), Alejandro Manjavacas (b), Silvia A. Centeno (a)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): (a) The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, NY, USA (b) Department of
Physics, University of New Mexico, USA
Abstract
The past decade has witnessed a surge of new materials science research revolving around the
daguerreotype, ranging from high resoluIon nanoscale imaging of the surface and sub-surface, to
spectroscopic studies to probe the image composiIon and changes in surface chemistry that can lead to
visible image changes. A prime example of this is the white haze that can develop over the
daguerreotype image due to the reacIon with chloride-containing compounds. Previous studies 1-2
have idenIﬁed the spectroscopic signature and nanoscale morphology of the chloride-induced haze, sIll
many quesIons exist surrounding the mechanism and condiIons of chloride adsorpIon and of the
chloride- induced surface changes.
Overcoming the challenges that the preservaIon of daguerreotypes presents requires new tools and
novel ways of understanding the properIes of the images and the deterioraIon processes. Because of
the nanoscale size and metallic composiIon of the silver-mercury or silver-mercury-gold image parIcles,
the daguerreotype surface supports speciﬁc light-majer interacIons called localized surface plasmons
(LSPs). Brieﬂy, LSPs allow for the focusing and scajering of light at dimensions much smaller than the
wavelength of light, giving rise to opIcal properIes that are sensiIve to the nanoscale surface
morphology and composiIon. Consequently, the unique opIcal features of the daguerreotype image as
a whole can be explained by considering the characterisIcs of the individual image parIcles, and visual
changes of the daguerreotype image can be characterized by the nanoscale changes on the
daguerreotype surface. CorrelaIng these two responses opens the possibility to detect nanoscale
surface reacIons at an early stage using non-invasive opIcal techniques.
This presentaIon will outline a novel, LSP-based methodology that can aid in the preservaIon and care
of daguerreotype collecIons. It will detail the experimental and computaIonal techniques that have
been used to characterize image parIcle composiIon and morphology on both model and historical
daguerreotypes, giving insight into the disIncIve angle-dependent opIcal properIes of images. Also,
the mechanism of chloride-induced surface change was explored on model daguerreotype samples,
combining precise surface morphology measurements with light scajering data. The result is a noninvasive methodology that is capable of detecIng chloride-induced surface changes before they are
visible to the naked eye and that can be implemented at a relaIvely low cost in conservaIon
laboratories.
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4:50 PM
Reﬁning the Daguerreotype Package
Speaker: Natasha Kung (a,b)
Co-Author(s): Nora W. Kennedy and Eric Breitung (a)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): (a) The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, NY, USA; (b) The InsItute
of Fine Arts, New York University
Abstract
The preparaIon for a major exhibiIon of Joseph-Philibert Girault de Prangey daguerreotypes at The
Metropolitan Museum of Art presented the opportunity to reconsider the design of daguerreotype
housing currently in use at this insItuIon. The Girault de Prangey plates arrived at the Museum housed
between glass, with wooden spacers along all four edges, and bound with brown paper tapes. For
daguerreotypes that lack an original intact housing, the Met oven uIlizes a polyester ﬁlm Z-tray to
secure the plate nestled into a matboard spacer and bound between glass. Research commenced to
replace the matboard spacer with a material that was not hygroscopic, was less complex, and potenIally
less reacIve. Ideally, the amount of air within the package would be reduced as much as possible. Other
consideraIons included expense, the ability to be assembled in-house, and a desire to fulﬁll basic
aestheIc criteria. This talk will trace the history of daguerreotype packaging, highlighIng those materials
and designs with favorable characterisIcs. We will review the materials idenIﬁed and tested as well as
the technologies used to create a range of spacer styles. The tests carried out will be discussed and the
results evaluated. The ﬁnal soluIons provide a further reﬁnement and addiIonal opIons for
conservators to choose from when making conservaIon treatment decisions in this conInually evolving
area of our profession.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22nd
9:00 AM
Disaster Recovery of Flood Damaged Glass Plates
Speaker: Erin L. Murphy
Co-Author(s): Elena Bulat and Brenda Bernier
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Harvard Library, Cambridge, MA, USA
Abstract
Conservators are regularly faced with the possibility and/or reality of collecIons emergencies which call
on their experience, preparaIon, and knowledge and that of their colleagues. However, how is response
and recovery altered when the nature of a disaster reaches beyond collecIve experience, preparaIon
and knowledge and requires more resources than your team can provide? How are decisions made
when the collecIon is not under your jurisdicIon but you are the primary caretaker of photograph
materials for your insItuIon? What steps need to be taken to recover items that are inherently fragile
and are valued for their reliable scienIﬁc data rather than any aestheIc or arIsIc purposes?
Conservators from Harvard Library’s Weissman PreservaIon Center and CollecIons Care faced just such
an emergency in January 2016 when the basement level of the Plate Stacks at the Center for
Astrophysics at the Harvard College Observatory was found to be submerged under three feet of murky
water due to a water main break. Approximately 60,000 glass plate negaIves daIng from 1885-1993
were at risk of permanent damage from mold growth, emulsion loss and embedded parIculates from
prolonged submersion in water. More than just an archive of historic images, the glass plates are sIll in
use by researchers today and the collecIon is considered one of the most important resources for
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astrophysicist working world-wide. The plates and their envelopes contain historically important
notaIons and calculaIons which relate date, locaIon, telescope and points of interest on the plates.
This paper presents an overview of the emergency response and recovery of the 60,000 glass plate
negaIves at the Harvard Observatory/Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics. The discussion will focus on
how the historical and contemporary funcIon of the glass plate collecIon inﬂuenced mulIple decisions
throughout recovery and treatment. Lessons learned about glass plate photographic materials, their
ability to withstand water damage, freezing and subsequent aqueous treatments as well as a frank
discussion of the event and evaluaIon of its outcomes will be shared with the audience.
9:25 AM
Safely handle moldy photos might be worth a few stains
Speaker: Susana A. Hoyos Velasco
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): NaIonal Archives of Mexico, MEXICO
Abstract
The best thing we can do about a mold outbreak is to dry the objects, vacuum them and then store them
in a controlled environment area. Or at least so we are told and try to do the best we can. But what
about those archives, museums or other buildings where you cannot have them in a proper
environment? What can we do about those moldy items when they need to be handled (e.g. digiIzaIon
or reprography) in order to save the image and avoid contaminaIon on other areas?
Most of the archives in Mexico have to face many problems: from May to September we have the rain
and hurricanes season (or just a very high relaIve humidity due to the geographic and topographic
situaIon of the country and the tropical climate it generates); buildings many Imes have damages and
even those who are “in good condiIon” don’t have proper environmental control. As you can imagine,
mold problems in those archives go beyond any prevenIve conservaIon methods. This is why many
people, not only in Mexico but also in LaIn America, have been trying to develop a response to those
outbreaks and look for a soluIon eﬀecIve enough to kill mold growth on paper-based items, and lately
focusing on photographs considering the special characterisIcs of the binder.
For my bachelors’ degree thesis, I tested two diﬀerent products as anIfungals (one natural, based on
grapefruit seed extract, and a chemical one made with nanoparIcles of a wide variety of compounds)
and read many studies focused on anIfungals properIes of diﬀerent ones. Based on all that research
and the experiments I developed, I’ve been coming up to the conclusion that the premise about mold
not being killed is not completely true in many ways, since not all species react the same way to a single
product or concentraIon of that product. It is true that more research is needed, but my hypothesis at
this point is that it is not about what we do, but about how we do it, and that there is a way to have it
under control, at least for a short period of Ime, even if we don’t have the right environmental
condiIons.
Based on that, I also evaluated possible changes in a short-term period on the gelaIn ﬁnding out that,
indeed, those two products had secondary eﬀects on my prints (silver gelaIn prints on ﬁber paper with
ferrotyping), but what is more important? Some “minor” changes on color or texture, or a safer life for
our photographs, the informaIon they contain and, more important, people who will be in contact with
them (mainly when they do not have proper equipment and condiIons)?
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9:50 AM
RefrigeraQon of nitrate ﬁlm negaQves: the case of “Inmigrantes Japoneses” of the Historical Archive of
Centro de la Imagen / Jan Mulder CollecQon
Speaker: Natalia Ulloa Rodriguez
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Centro de la Imagen, PERU
Abstract
Centro de la Imagen is a private insItuIon that began in 1999 as an art insItute and a gallery for
photography. It focuses mainly on educaIon and exhibiIons of contemporary photography. However,
since 2012, the cultural area expanded and acquired the Historical Archive / Jan Mulder CollecIon, an
archive formed by 11 diﬀerent collecIons, one of them Rikio Sugano’s “Inmigrantes Japoneses”.
Sugano was a Japanese explorer who made 7 world expediIons, one of them to South America, coming
to Peru from 1923 to 1924. During his stay in our country, he contacted various groups of Japanese
immigrants, especially those from the Fukushima prefecture, where he was originally from. He visited
the towns of Huaral, Chancay, Chiclayo, Cañete and Mollendo, as well as Lima, and places of the
mountains and jungle. This was recorded in photographic negaIves that Sugano commissioned to the
Shirasaka Photographic House, opened by his countrymen in Peru. Through these images, we can
reconstruct not only the interests of Mr. Sugano, but everything that was considered representaIve of
Peru for a foreigner: geography, history, tradiIon, agriculture and industry.
“Inmigrantes Japoneses” is the ﬁrst collecIon in Peru that has been stored in cold temperatures.
Following a conservaIon plan designed by Cecilia Salgado, head of Centro de la Imagen’s Historical
Archive from 2012 unIl 2017, and Walter Fernandez, we faced the urgent need of giving a proper
treatment to this collecIon because the negaIves were between stages 3 and 4 of nitrate ﬁlm
deterioraIon. The ﬁrst obstacle that we faced was that we would not be able to freeze the collecIon
because we did not have the certainty that the electrical power would work properly and that there
would not be any power cuts. The second one was the budget that we had, as it would not be enough to
buy the freezer and implement a security power system, like a generator. So, we decided to store the
collecIon at 40-46ºF and 30-40%RH, condiIons that we could achieve with a common refrigerator and
moisture-proof housing. The third obstacle was that we did not have enough personnel to implement
this project in short Ime: it took us almost two years to complete it.
We could not have done the project without the ﬁnancing we received in 2016 when we were asked for
reproducIons for an art exhibiIon in Brazil. We took this as an opportunity to clean and digiIze the
enIre collecIon, to do the moisture pre-condiIoning of the negaIves, and the manufacturing of the
enclosures and moisture-proof housing.
As the cultural area, the archive and the gallery have a joint budget for the year and it is mostly spent for
exhibiIons, we had to wait unIl 2018 when a new budget opened to ﬁnally buy the refrigerator. We
installed exit signs and a ﬁre exInguisher in the separate room where we keep the refrigerator; and for
monitoring, we use a digital thermo-hygrometer and transfer the data manually every week for analysis.
It has been a big eﬀort, even for us, to implement this kind of project in a country where there are no
speciﬁc government policies for photographic heritage and so, public and private photographic archives
cannot apply for government funds.
10:15 – 11:00
BREAK
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11:00 AM
Current Photograph ConservaQon PracQces in Egypt: What To Do and What Not To Do
Speaker: Maha Ahmed (a)
Co-Author(s): Emil Henin (b), Mervat Abdallah (c), Francis Mohareb (d)
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): (a) Cairo University, Giza, EGYPT; (b) Ministry of AnIquiIes, Cairo, EGYPT; (c)
Helwan University, Giza, EGYPT; (d) Luxor University, Luxor, EGYPT
Abstract
Photographic collecIons form a fundamental part of Egypt’s cultural heritage for their documentary and
arIsIc value. Photography reached Egypt in 1839, presumably through François Arago’s presentaIon of
the daguerreotype process to the French Academy of Science. It was greatly encouraged by its Ojoman
ruler Muhammad Ali Pasha who gave it special ajenIon as he always did with all new invenIons. In the
early 19th century, Armenians played a leading role in spreading photography in Egypt by establishing
small downtown studios. Later in the 19th and early 20th century, Egypt became a desInaIon for many
photographers who were ajracted by the beauty and mystery of its ancient treasures. Among the
notable photographers who photographed Egypt are Maxime Du Camp, Félix Teynard, J.B. Greene,
Francis Frith, Antonio Beato, the Zangaki Brothers, Gabriel Lekegian, Louis Saboungi, Leichter and W.
Hanselman. Early photographs of Egypt remain witness to the evoluIon of photography in the Middle
East and to a Ime long gone. Today, these images are held by archives, libraries and museums all across
Egypt, from Cairo to Nubia. UnIl recently, Egypt had a lack of interest in photographs due to the
existence of much more ancient documentaries (e.g. papyri) which were thought to be more worthy of
preservaIon. However, with a number of EgypIan scholars dedicaIng their studies to the importance of
photograph preservaIon, the concern for historical photographs has signiﬁcantly increased. Damaged
photographs present a challenge in the conservaIon ﬁeld. Photographs with their complex structure are
prone to deterioraIon and degradaIon by many factors (i.e. natural aging, poor manufacture, poor
processing, temperature and relaIve humidity, air polluIon, light and irradiaIon, biological threats,
inappropriate handling and misuse and disasters). Resultant damage forms can be divided into four
categories: i) physical forms (e.g. tears); ii) chemical forms (e.g. discoloraIon); ii) biological damage (e.g.
fungal stains); and iv) deposited majer. Unlike other records, photographs have special conservaIon
requirements. Photograph conservaIon is a relaIvely new specialism in Egypt. Accordingly, the work of a
photograph conservator is not as clear to conservaIon insItuIons and collecIon holders as might be
assumed. In many cases, when photographs deteriorate, there is a strong desire to restore them to their
original appearance and condiIon. There are many treatments that may be employed to restore the
physical and chemical stability of damaged photographs as well as improve their aestheIc appearance.
However, there are ethical issues which must be taken into consideraIon when treaIng photographs to
ensure that their integrity is not compromised. One also must take into account that almost all
treatments can possibly do much harm as good. We have selected diﬀerent types of photographs (i.e.
albumen prints, silver gelaIn prints and others) suﬀering from various damage forms for this study with
aim of sharing the current photograph conservaIon pracIces in Egypt with other professionals, scholars,
and internaIonal organizaIons through discussing what we do, what we do not do and why. We believe
that this would greatly assist in developing criteria and bejer strategies for the preservaIon of our
photographic heritage.
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11:25 AM
Sudden damage to obsolete print materials
Speaker: Teresa Mesquit
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Moderna Museet, Stockholm, SWEDEN
Abstract
Sudden damage to collecIons will trigger responses that for good reason are acIon-oriented and guided
by protocols in order to ensure containment, Imely assessment, and recovery from unforeseen events.
Undetected damage runs a slightly diﬀerent course.
While most staﬀ were on vacaIon in the summer of 2017, a water leak in one of the inner vaults at
Moderna Museet’s oﬀ-site storage was discovered, aﬀecIng nearly 30 large-format color photographs
hung in the compact system. The leak event had happened more than a month before and the spillage
had dried. No ﬂooding occurred but the water had traveled from a story above when workers pressurewashed what they thought was a sealed ﬂoor. That water traveled through building materials and
between ceiling panels, splajering onto framed prints as well as unglazed, laminated works. An
inventory of the damage followed, possible microbial presence was ruled out in a report by an outside
vendor, and eventually staﬀ could begin the task of assessing whether the artworks could be successfully
treated.
Given the reproducibility of photographs, it is not a far reach for stakeholders to ask whether reprinIng
and replacing could be a viable opIon to address the damage. For example, museums have tested the
idea of surrogate prints in some cases of criIcal color shiv over a photograph’s lifeIme. Was it valid in
our case to weigh the costs of reprinIng against Ime-consuming tesIng and treatment? A deﬁning point
was that the damaged works were produced with materials that no longer were available: in one case a
series of chromogenic prints from 2001, in another, an ediIoned suite of Cibachrome prints from the
early 1990s. Considering the singularity of the artworks, the course of acIon seemed straighŠorward
and all ajempts were made to recover them. The series of chromogenic prints was successfully treated
while the group of Cibachrome prints does not appear to be salvable.
This presentaIon reviews the iniIal line of response and lessons learned, the treatment eﬀorts, and the
consideraIons made in arriving at replacements for the damaged works, something that has yet to be
resolved.
11:50 AM
Ethical consideraQons when exhibiQng, studying and treaQng photographic albums: the Asser albums
at the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam.
Speaker: Rosina Herrera Garrido
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam, NETHERLANDS
Abstract
The Rijksmuseum holds the collecIon of Eduard Isaac Asser (1809-1894), one of the pioneers in
photography in the Netherlands. Besides a few daguerreotypes and photolithographs, the bulk of his
oeuvre consists of 187 photographs kept in four albums. Asser’s work was donated to the State of the
Netherlands in 1994 by the Asser Family FoundaIon. An exhibiIon was then organized and opened in
1998. At that Ime, exhibiIng a few objects and the albums showing just one page would not have made
a big impact. A diﬃcult decision was made, and 42 prints were taken out of the albums, framed and
hung onto the walls. This was done in the NaIonaal FotorestauraIe Atelier in Rojerdam, in two ways: 1.
Prints that were mounted with local spots of adhesive were mechanically detached. 2. When the prints
were completely adhered to the page, the enIre page was cut along the spine. Aver the exhibiIon,
these prints and pages were hinged back in their place with Japanese paper. Since there is not a detailed
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report, contact with the people involved was pursued. Unfortunately, not everybody could be reached
but, the book conservator was pleased to discuss the decision and the controversy around them. It
appears that she had no choice but to make possible the exhibiIon plan designed by the curatorial team.
It is surprising to us now that in 1998, the desire for the exhibiIon outweighed the integrity of an object.
However, situaIons like this are recurrent and, in 2017, another print from an Asser’s album was
requested to be taken out for display. That parIcular print was already used in 1998. Nowadays we
would not have accepted to cut the original album page, which means that something has changed in
the last ten years. However, we did accept to cut the modern Japanese paper hinge. This act is deﬁnitely
less invasive, but, is it sIll jusIﬁable? The story of these albums does not ﬁnish here. Currently, the
prints in the albums are the subject of technical research. In order to ﬁt the ATR Fourier-transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) device, 24 objects (now hinged with Japanese paper) were detached. Also,
in 11 prints that could not be separated, samples were taken to perform Absorbance FTIR. The author of
this abstract is responsible for these intervenIons. Destroying the original mounIng today is
objecIonable, but disturbing previous treatments or taking samples could be jusIﬁed (although only
aver long deliberaIons).
Looking back to preceding intervenIons without judgment is an excellent exercise to learn and grow
professionally. One can take opposite decisions on similar cases in diﬀerent moments of their career.
There is always a way to jusIfy our present acIons and, in hindsight, regret years later. However, one
thing remains the same. The most popular objects are always the ones treated and re-treated. Perhaps it
is Ime to look criIcally to the reasons why we alter those objects and when our treatments should start
being considered part of their history.
12:15 PM
Once upon a Qme ; The history of the photograph conservaQon lab at the Art InsQtute of Chicago
Speaker: Marie-Lou Beauchamp
InsItuIon(s)/Country(s): Department of ConservaIon and Science, The Art InsItute of Chicago, USA
Abstract
Photograph conservaIon today is the result of the pioneering work of devoted conservators and allied
professionals, eager to bejer understand and preserve photographs. In a ﬁeld dedicated to a medium
that does not yet have 200 years of existence, we have the unique opportunity to document the history
of photograph conservaIon from its beginning and oven, from primary sources. Projects like the FAIC
Oral History and the Archival Records of Art Conservators at Winterthur are structures that already
support the preservaIon of the history of conservaIon in North America. However, only with our
contribuIons will they become an accurate and complete recollecIon of the ﬁeld’s history.
Between the incorporaIon of AIC Photographic Materials Group in 1979 and the creaIon of the
Image Permanence InsItute in 1985, the Art InsItute of Chicago became one of the ﬁrst ﬁne art
museums in the world to establish a facility dedicated to the examinaIon, analysis, preservaIon, and
conservaIon of photographs in 1982, and hired Doug Severson as its ﬁrst photograph conservator.
Through an exploraIon of the intuiIon’s archive, as well as interviews of former and current museum
staﬀ, this project retraces the history of the museum’s photograph conservaIon lab over the past 37
years. It highlights its impact on the Department of Photography and its collecIng, as well as its
contribuIons to the ﬁeld of photograph conservaIon, from the building of cool and cold storage vaults
and pioneer densitometry monitoring to bejer understand the eﬀects of light on photographs, to indepth technical and scienIﬁc research on arIsts’ pracIces and cu€ng edge conservaIon treatments.
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This research project consItutes only one piece of the history of our ﬁeld. Recording how photograph
conservaIon have evolved at the Art InsItute of Chicago and beyond is an interesIng and engaging way
to understand many of the “how” and the “why” of photo conservaIon today.
12:40 PROGRAM OF TALKS COMPLETE
AFTERNOON OFF-SITE TOURS
EVENING RECEPTION (6:30 – 9:00 PM)
Located at the Duke House, InsItute of Fine Arts, NYU at 1 East 78th Street, on the northeast corner at
Fivh Avenue, in the Upper East Side of Manhajan, New York City.

Beauchamp, Marie-Lou
Dávila, Liliana
Jordan, Elspeth
Lough, Krista
Panadero, Laura

SESSION CHAIRS
Thank you!

Casto, Sarah
Hoyos Velasco, Susana
Knojs, Bryanna
Oliveira Fernandes, Lenia
Pilko, Magdalena

WORKSHOPS
WORKSHOP 1
Inkjet prints in collecQons – Dealing with the delicate with Mar2n Jürgens
LocaIon: NYPL Goldsmith ConservaIon Lab in Long Island City, NY
Date: Tuesday, February 19th
Times: SESSION 1, 9:00am - 12:30pm
SESSION 2, 2:00pm - 5:30pm
Workshop DescripIon:
In this 3.5-hour workshop, parIcipants will learn about the challenges we face as increasing numbers of
inkjet prints enter our collecIons in museums, archives and libraries. Following an overview of the
development of inkjet technologies since the 1970s, the most common families of inkjet prints will be
described in detail. Methods of idenIfying these prints will be shown, and their typical sensiIviIes
discussed. Past and current research on the deterioraIon and preservaIon of inkjet prints will be
introduced. Case studies will illustrate how cultural insItuIons are currently handling inkjet prints.
Challenges faced at the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam during acquisiIon, conservaIon, mounIng, exhibiIon,
and storage of inkjet prints will be discussed. As a result of this workshop, parIcipants should be able to
make informed decisions on handling inkjet prints in their insItuIons based on current pracIce in the
ﬁeld.
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WORKSHOP 2
Fundamentals of Color Monitoring with Katherine Sanderson
LocaIon: The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Dates: SESSION 1, Tuesday, February 19th, 2019
SESSION 2, Saturday, February 23rd, 2019
Time: 9:30am-1:00pm
Workshop DescripIon:
Color measurements taken with a spectrophotometer can reveal important informaIon about how
exhibiIon and storage environments aﬀect photographic collecIons. The parIculars of equipment,
sovware, and protocols employed during measurement aﬀect the resulIng data and its interpretaIon.
This workshop is intended for anyone with an interest in color measurement, regardless of prior
experience, who seeks a deeper understanding of the fundamentals. The three and a half hour session
will consist of lectures and discussions interspersed with interacIve demonstraIons, and will include:

- Color science as it pertains to color measurement.
- Fundamentals of color measurement instruments:

• How do they work?
• What is the diﬀerence between a colorimeter and a spectrophotometer?
• How does internal geometry aﬀect measurement?
• Which type of instrument is best for your needs?
- Managing numerical data: staIsIcal analysis and interpretaIon.
- ReporIng color data: what do the results actually tell us?
- Designing an eﬀecIve long-term color monitoring program.
WORKSHOP 3
IntroducQon to Rigid Gels for the ConservaQon of Photographs
with Michelle Sullivan, assisted by Amber Kehoe
LocaIon: Penumbra FoundaIon
Date: Saturday, February 23rd
Time: SESSION 1, 9:30am - 12:30pm
SESSION 2, 2:00pm - 5:00pm
Workshop DescripIon:
This 3-hour workshop will introduce parIcipants to potenIal uses of rigid polysaccharide gels—agarose
and gellan gum—in the treatment of photographic materials. Each session will begin with an overview
lecture of fundamental gel chemistry, gel mechanics, and gel preparaIon basics. Tailoring gels—both
physically and chemically—to address the speciﬁc sensiIviIes of photographic materials will also be
discussed. The majority of the workshop Ime will be dedicated to demonstraIons and hands-on
exercises that explore both overall and local gel treatment of photographs such as bathing,
humidiﬁcaIon, backing removal, ajachment removal, and local stain reducIon. Samples will be
provided, but parIcipants are encouraged to bring small, expendable materials of their own for
experimentaIon during the workshop
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TOURS
TOURS – TUESDAY FEB. 19th, 2019
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY TOUR
The Miriam and Ira D. Wallach Division of Art, Prints and Photographs
SESSION ONE 10:00-11:00 AM OR SESSION TWO 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM, Limited to 20 people per session
LocaIon: Midtown, New York City, NY
The Photography CollecIon was created in 1980 when images from other NYPL departments
and branches were brought together to form a new division that now comprises more than 500,000
photographs by 6,000 photographers. The Photography CollecIon encompasses the broadest range of
the medium, including images made for commercial, industrial, and scienIﬁc applicaIon as well as
images for the press and other print media, the vernacular of amateur snapshot photography, and
original works intended for exhibiIon and/or the art market. The collecIon includes examples of almost
every photographic process, from the daguerreotype to digital imagery, and is especially strong in
photographically illustrated books, travel and topographical photography, stereoscopic views, and
portraiture. Other strengths include works from the ﬁrst years of photography, American photography
from the 1930s and 40s, limited ediIon porŠolios, and works by New York-based photographers working
in the 1970s and 80s.
The New York Public Library's Print CollecIon encompasses over 200,000 original prints, ranging
from woodcuts, engravings, etchings, lithographs and screen prints to digital prints, and covers the
history of the art in the West from the 15th century to the present and Japanese prints from the 10th
century to the present. A parIcular strength of the collecIon is the Avery collecIon, assembled by
collector and philanthropist Samuel Putnam Avery (1822-1904), which comprises etchings by Avery's late
19th-century French, European and American contemporaries. AddiIonal areas of concentraIon include
the Library's holdings of 19th- and 20th-century American prints -- with a parIcular focus on New York
arIsts -- 18th- and 19th-century Japanese color woodcuts, BriIsh caricature and a collecIon of old
masters. In part sImulated by S.P. Avery's passionate accumulaIon of the works of his contemporaries,
the Print CollecIon conInues to acquire contemporary prints, the focus of which is internaIonal in
scope.
ARTIST STUDIO TOURS
1:15 – 2:45 PM, Limited to 30 people
LocaIon: Chelsea, New York City, NY
Adam Fuss
hjps://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_Fuss
hjps://www.cheimread.com/arIsts/adam-fuss
hjps://fraenkelgallery.com/arIsts/adam-fuss
Alison Rossiter
hjps://alisonrossiter.com/
hjps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c4H193TLUT8
hjps://www.yossimilo.com/arIsts/alison-rossiter/works
hjps://museum.imj.org.il/shpilmanprize/2018-winner.html
PRINTING AND MOUNTING STUDIO TOUR
LocaIon: Long Island City, Queens, NY
Laumont Photographics
3:30 – 5:00 PM, Limited to 30 people
hjp://laumont.com/news/
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THE BETTER IMAGE® TOUR
SESSION 1: 3:00 – 3:45 PM, Limited to 15 people
SESSION 2: 4:00 – 4:45 PM, Limited to 15 people
LocaIon: Hell’s Kitchen, New York City, NY
The Bejer Image® has been a private conservaIon pracIce for over twenty-eight years and is renowned
for its treatment of both historic and contemporary photographic materials. Over the years it has served
as an internship sight for students from all of the North American and some foreign conservaIon
programs. This tour will allow guests to see examples of photographic works and treatments coming
from one of the largest art markets and cultural centers in the world.

TOURS – WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY FEB. 20th and 21st, 2019
NEW YORK PUBLIC LIBRARY FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Tour of Exhibi2on “Voice of My City: Jerome Robbins and New York” led by Arlene Yu, Collec2ons
Manager, Jerome Robbins Dance Division
1:15–1:50 PM (During part of lunch break), Limited to 15 people per day
LocaIon: Same locaIon as talks, just across the lobby from theater entrance
Legendary choreographer Jerome Robbins was deeply connected to New York City, drawing inspiraIon
for shows and ballets such as Fancy Free and West Side Storyfrom the people and places around him.
This vibrant relaIonship between the arIst and his metropolitan muse serves as the focus of Voice of My
City: Jerome Robbinsand New York, a new, free mulImedia exhibiIon opening September 26, 2018 at
The New York Public Library for the Performing Arts at Lincoln Center. Showcasing never-before-seen
treasures from the world-renowned Jerome Robbins Dance Division, home to his collecIon and named
in honor of his patronage, the exhibiIon celebrates Robbins' centennial and his undeniable mark on
dance in New York and beyond.
Voice of My City traces Robbins' life and dances alongside the history of New York, inspiring viewers to
see the city as both a source of inspiraIon and a conﬁdante in their daily lives.
Curated by Julia L. Foulkes, professor of history at the New School in New York and the author of books
including To the City: Urban Photographs of the New Deal and A Place for Us: West Side Story and New
York, Voice of My City traces Robbins' life from his very early childhood through the highlights of his
career using materials almost exclusively from the Library's collecIons. The exhibiIon will
include Robbins' sketches, rare photographs of his life and producIons, personal ephemera, costumes
and other arIfacts. Mining the rich moving image materials in the Dance Division's holdings, Voice of My
City also features rarely exhibited video of Robbins in rehearsals and experimenIng with movements,
performances of his works, and footage Robbins himself recorded of New Yorkers walking around the
city--sources of inspiraIon for both his ballet and theater choreography.
Voice of My City marks the ﬁrst Ime all 24 of Robbins' unique diaries housed in the Dance Division's
collecIon will be displayed together. In these accordion-style manuscripts, which span 1971 through
1983, Robbins scribbled notes, painted with watercolors, collected news clippings, and even pasted
wildﬂowers, all in an eﬀort to collect his thoughts and harness inspiraIon.
Jerome Robbins is world renowned for his work as a choreographer of ballets as well as his work as a
choreographer and director in theater, movies and television. His Broadway shows include On the
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Town, West Side Story, The King and I, Gypsy, Peter Pan, and Fiddler on the Roof. His last Broadway
producIon in 1989, JeromeRobbins' Broadway, won six Tony Awards including best musical and best
director. Among the more than 60 ballets he created are Fancy Free, AXernoon of a Faun, Dances At a
Gathering, Glass Pieces and Goldberg Varia2ons which are in the repertories of New York City Ballet and
other major dance companies throughout the world. His last ballets include A Suite of Dances created for
Mikhail Baryshnikov (1994), 2 & 3 Part Inven2ons (1994), West Side Story Suite (1995)
and Brandenburg (1996). In addiIon to two Academy Awards for the ﬁlm West Side Story, Robbins has
received four Tony Awards, ﬁve Donaldson Awards, an Emmy Award, the Screen Directors' Guild Award,
and the New York Drama CriIcs Circle Award. Robbins was a 1981 Kennedy Center Honors Recipient and
was awarded the French Chevalier dans l'Ordre NaIonal de la Legion d'Honneur. Robbins died in 1998.

TOURS – FRIDAY FEB. 22nd, 2019
CONCURRENT MUSEUM TOURS
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
SESSON ONE 3:00–3:50 PM OR SESSION TWO 4:00-4:50 PM
LocaIon: Upper East Side, New York City, NY
The Met’s Photograph ConservaIon Department will host two behind-the-scenes tours on
Friday, February 22nd. Visit the facility and learn about ongoing acIviIes, projects, and research
including: research and conservaIon of E.J. Bellocq glass plate negaIves; examples of housing
modiﬁcaIons for Girault de Prangey daguerreotypes; fascinaIons and challenges of The Met’s
photograph album collecIons; ongoing color monitoring eﬀorts; and Ime-based media conservaIon
acIviIes, among other highlights. Both tours will present the same oﬀerings.
Museum of Modern Art
SESSION ONE 3:00–3:45 PM OR SESSION TWO 4:00-4:45 PM
LocaIon: Midtown, New York City, NY
Since the founding of the Department of Photography in 1940 by Beaumont Newhall, the
photography collecIon of The Museum of Modern Art has grown to 30,000 individual works spanning
the enIre history of photography including contemporary works. The scope of the collecIon is
internaIonal, and, although previously favoring Europe, North America, and Japan, in recent years, has
brought new focus on acquisiIons from Asia, Africa and South America. The collecIon includes works
that are among the best in the world, or which provide a comprehensive overview of the photographer’s
career, such as works by Eugène Atget, Walker Evans, Man Ray, Tina Modo€, and Cindy Sherman.
Lee Ann Daﬀner (Andrew W. Mellon Conservator of Photographs) and Krista Lough (Andrew W.
Mellon Fellow) will jointly host two groups of 15 colleagues for a 45-minute visit to the Department of
Photography Study Center and adjacent Cold Storage Facility which was designed and built in 2005, and
houses approximately 2/3 of the enIre collecIon. The visit to the Study Center will include a discussion
with Sarah Meister, Curator of Photography, on the history of the collecIon. The conservators will give
an overview of MoMA's approach to preservaIon and conservaIon.
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SPEAKER BIOGRAPHIES
Ahmed, Maha
Maha Ali is a lecturer of photograph conservaIon at the Faculty of Archaeology, Cairo University. She
received her doctorate degree in ConservaIon in 2016 from Cairo University. She is also a member of a
research team in a joint project between Cairo University and University of Catania dedicated to
photograph preservaIon. She also taught several photograph conservaIon classes at post graduate level
in a joint InternaIonal Master’s Program in ConservaIon of AnIque Photographs and Paper Heritage
between Helwan University and University of Catania. She has also held a number of workshops in Egypt,
Lebanon, and Morocco with the aim of raising awareness on the signiﬁcance of photograph heritage in
Egypt and the Middle East and their preservaIon needs. Maha has published several papers discussing
diﬀerent issues related to photograph conservaIon. Her primary research area is the uIlizaIon of
advanced analyIcal techniques and technologies in photograph conservaIon ﬁeld. She is an alumna of
the Middle East Photograph PreservaIon IniIaIve (MEPPI), a strategic mulI-year eﬀort funded by the
Andrew W. Mellon FoundaIon and successfully organized by the Arab Image FoundaIon (AIF), the Art
ConservaIon Department at the University of Delaware, the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Gejy
ConservaIon InsItute to build the capacity of individuals and insItuIons in the care and preservaIon of
photograph collecIons in the broad Middle East, from North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula through
Western Asia. Maha is also a member of the MEPPI Steering Commijee to whom the responsibility to
drive the iniIaIve into new grounds and provide a road map for the future of MEPPI was entrusted.
Allen, Sarah
Sarah Allen has run an award-winning Photographic ConservaIon Studio since 2010, recently expanding
to have studios in both Somerset and at the Lincoln University ConservaIon Laboratories. She graduated
with an MA in the ConservaIon of Historic Objects in 2006, aver which she worked for the Royal Albert
Memorial Museum, the NaIonal Trust and English Heritage, specialising in the conservaIon of
photographic materials. Sarah has published her research into glass deterioraIon and daguerreotypes in
a number of peer-reviewed publicaIons, and has presented her work at conferences across the world,
including the 2010 ICOM-CC PMWG Conference in Athens. She received the ICON CollecIons Care Award
for her work raising the proﬁle of photographic conservaIon in South West England.
Beauchamp, Marie-Lou
Marie-Lou Beauchamp is the Andrew W. Mellon Fellow in Photograph ConservaIon at the Art
InsItute of Chicago. She holds a Master of Arts ConservaIon from Queen’s University. She has held
previous posiIons as a paper conservator at the NaIonal Gallery Singapore and at the Canadian
ConservaIon InsItute, Ojawa.
Bulat, Elena
Elena Bulat has been a photograph conservator for special collecIons at the Weissman PreservaIon
Center, Harvard Library since 2007. Elena came to Harvard from The George Eastman Museum of
Photography and Film in Rochester NY where she served as a paper and photograph conservator. From
2001 to 2003 Elena was an Andrew W. Mellon Fellow at the Advanced Residency Program in Photograph
ConservaIon at George Eastman Museum and the Image Permanence InsItute at the Rochester
InsItute of Technology. Prior to that Elena ﬁnished a one year CerIﬁcate program in Photograph
PreservaIon at The George Eastman Museum in 1999. Before her professional experience in the United
States, Elena worked as a paper and photograph conservator at the State Russian Museum in St.
Petersburg, Russia.
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Burandt, Jan
Jan Burandt joined the Menil CollecIon in 2007 as conservator of works of art on paper. She has
collaborated with the Menil Drawing InsItute since its incepIon and recently moved the paper
conservaIon studio there – where she cares for the drawings, photographs and prints of the Menil
CollecIon. A Professional Associate of the American InsItute for ConservaIon, she holds a Masters in
Art ConservaIon from the State University College at Buﬀalo and a C.A.S. from Harvard University Art
Museums Center for ConservaIon and Technical Studies. Prior to conservaIon training, she studied
studio arts, earned a BFA in Sculpture and worked with arIsts and galleries. Her background in studio
arts leads her to have a strong interest in the complex non-tradiIonal problems encountered with
contemporary art, and in collaboraIons with arIsts to address their aestheIc concerns regarding their
work.
Ca\aneo, Barbara
Barbara Cajaneo is a paper, book and photograph conservator. She has been working for the Italian
Ministry of Culture for 20 years, ﬁrst at the NaIonal Central Library of Florence and now at Opiﬁcio delle
Pietre Dure. She holds a Professional Diploma in Paper ConservaIon, a BA in Sciences of Cultural
Heritage and she is compleIng a MA in Anthropology and Visual Studies. She has been Intern at George
Eastman House, and among others she ajended GCI courses in Prague and Budapest . She is a teacher
and a mentor for the Central InsItutes for ConservaIon and RestoraIon in Rome (ICRCPAL and ISCR), the
University of Florence, Kunsthistorisches InsItutes in Florence and Alinari FoundaIon. She edited “Il
restauro della fotograﬁa – materiali fotograﬁci e cinematograﬁci “ (The ConservaIon of Photography photographic and cinematographic materials) in 2012, coordinaIng 25 authors. She is a founder member
of FOTONOMIA FIRENZE, a cultural associaIon devoted to the disseminaIon of culture and pracIses of
analog photography, and she is a passionate collodionist.
de Filippi, Patricia
Patricia de Filippi has a degree in architecture and works with photographic and ﬁlm preservaIon since
1984. She went to the Selznick School of Film PreservaIon at the George Eastman Museum in Rochester,
NY in 2001. She is also specialized in photographic conservaIon, having worked with public and private
photographic and ﬁlm collecIons. She taught photographic preservaIon for the undergraduate degree
in photography at the CommunicaIon and Arts school at SENAC in Brazil from 1999 to 2004. She
spearheaded the photochemical, electronic and digital labs at the Cinemateca Brasileira, Brazil’s main
public ﬁlm archive for 13 years and was also vice-director at the Cinemateca for 7 years. For the past six
years she has coordinated projects involving the preservaIon, restoraIon and digiIzaIon of analog
photographic and ﬁlm collecIons and the preservaIon of born digital objects.
Fra2celli, Giulia
Aver the graduaIon in Cultural Heritage Operator at Univerisity of Florence, I acquired a ﬁve-year
graduaIon in conservaIon and restoraIon of library, archival and photographic material at Opiﬁcio delle
Pietra Dure of Florence, one of the most important insItute of conservaIon in Italy. A stage at ARCP in
Paris incited me in specialize in photographic conservaIon, so I ended my university program making a
one year thesis about innovaIve processes of cleaning and humidiﬁcaIon of albumen and gelaIn
photographic print availing myself of some insItute collaboraIon like Alinari and the University of
Chemistry of Florence. Currently I work as freelance professional in conservaIon and restauraIon of
photograph and paper material, I work whit important insItutes of heritage conservaIon, conInuing
studies for innovaIve
methodologies.
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Freeman, Sarah
Sarah joined the Paper ConservaIon Department at the J. Paul Gejy Museum in 2006. She earned her
M.A., C.A.S. in art conservaIon at the State University College at Buﬀalo, and a B.S. in art history at the
University of Wisconsin, Madison. Her interests include preventaIve care of photographs and
experimental photography. Sarah has parIcipated in research and non-destrucIve analysis on
photographs in the Museum's collecIon, which includes extensive holdings of 19th and 20th century
photography from all over the world. She has presented and published on the use of microfadeometry to
assess light sensiIvity of photographs, technical studies on 19th photographic processes as well as
mounIng and storage of large format prints.
García Celma, Marta
Marta García Celma is a conservator specialized in the conservaIon of photographic materials and
contemporary artworks. She holds a Master’s degree in Paper ConservaIon by Camberwell College of
Arts (London) and a BA+MA in Fine Arts and Photography by Universitat de Barcelona (Spain) and Willem
de Kooning Academie (The Netherlands). In 2014 Marta was awarded with the Icon Internship in
photographic materials and prevenIve conservaIon, UK. In 2015, she was a recipient of June Baker
Trust’s grant scheme for the development of Emerging Conservators in Scotland. Since 2016 Marta is a
Research Fellow under the Marie Skłodowska-Curie InnovaIve Training Network ‘New Approaches in the
ConservaIon of Contemporary Art’ (NACCA) funded by the European Union H2020 Programme. Marta’s
doctoral research ‘AuthenIcity and Reproducibility: ConservaIon Strategies for Contemporary
Photography’ (www.nacca.eu/celma) is been carried out at Cologne University of Applied Sciences,
Germany, and it is expected to be concluded on July 2019.
Gourley, Belinda
Belinda Gourley has been working as the Conservator for Paper, Images and Audiovisual Materials at
Museums Victoria (Melbourne, Australia) since 2012. Previously she has worked in similar roles for the
NaIonal Gallery of Victoria, Queensland Art Gallery/Gallery of Modern Art, and the University of
Melbourne. Belinda holds a Bachelor of Applied Science with a specialisaIon in Paper ConservaIon from
the University of Canberra, and a Bachelor of Arts with Honours in Art History from the University of
Melbourne. She is currently a Master of Arts (Research) candidate at the Grimwade Centre for Cultural
Materials ConservaIon, University of Melbourne, with her thesis focusing on the photographic work of
19th century BriIsh photographer, Rev. George Wilson Bridges.
Helion, Courtney
Courtney Helion is a graduate fellow in the Art ConservaIon Department at SUNY Buﬀalo State, where
she is focusing on photograph conservaIon. She earned a BFA in printmaking from Maryland InsItute
College of Art. Courtney was a pre-program conservaIon intern at the BalImore Museum of Art and the
Walters Art Museum in BalImore, Maryland. She also worked at the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco
as a conservaIon technician. Since starIng at the Art ConservaIon Department at SUNY Buﬀalo State
she has completed graduate level internships at the United States NaIonal Archives and Records
AdministraIon and The NaIonal Gallery of Art. Currently, she is compleIng her third-year graduate
internship at Gawain Weaver Art ConservaIon in San Anselmo, California.
Herrera Garrido, Rosina
Rosina studied Paper ConservaIon and Art History before she was trained as a Photograph Conservator
in Rochester, NY, as a fellow of the Advanced Residency Program in Photograph ConservaIon. She
worked for three years at MoMA (NY) as an Andrew W. Mellon fellow and has collaborated with the
Hispanic Society of New York. Since 2014, she works at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam (The
Netherlands). She is devoted to educaIon and has given workshops Spain, Portugal, Mexico and Taiwan.
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She is also a guest professor at two Master Programs at the Polytechnic University (Valencia, Spain) and
she is currently wriIng a manual for students about photograph conservaIon.
Hoyos Velasco, Susana A.
Susana A. Hoyos Velasco graduated from the ﬁve-year program on cultural heritage conservaIon oﬀered
by the NaIonal School for ConservaIon, RestoraIon and Museology in Mexico City. Her 9th semester I
decided take the photographs conservaIon seminar and then, for the 10th semester did an internship in
the Photographs ConservaIon Lab of the Harry Ransom Center, with Diana Díaz and Barbara Brown. For
her bachelors’ degree thesis, Susana compiled worldwide informaIon about anIfungal products and
methods used (and rejected) for the last 30 years and then tested two Mexican anIfungal products on
silver prints to idenIfy their eﬀecIveness with 4 diﬀerent mold genera, and the eﬀecIveness of the
spraying method. As a last step to understand their behavior she applied those products on clean silver
prints and ran tests before and aver the applicaIon to evaluate possible molecular changes on the
gelaIn, elemental composiIon or color and tone changes of the image. Susana recently started working
at the NaIonal Archive in Mexico City, as head of the research department working on diﬀerent projects,
mainly with mold issues and response, and plasIc negaIves.
Jürgens, Mar2n
MarIn Jürgens has an M.S. from Rochester InsItute of Technology and an M.A. in ConservaIon from
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario. He is currently Conservator of Photographs at the Rijksmuseum in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. His research, publishing and teaching have covered historic and
contemporary photography and digital prinIng.
Križanová, Janka
Janka Križanová is the current Head of ConservaIon Department at the Academy of Fine Arts and Design
(AFAD) in BraIslava, Slovakia. For this department she also teaches the Photograph ConservaIon. Prior
to her return to AFAD in 2016, she has been enrolled since 2013 as Research Scholar at the Department
of Photograph ConservaIon at The Metropolitan Museum of Art (The MET). She received both her BA in
painIngs conservaIon and her M.A. in paper and photograph conservaIon from AFAD. During her M.A.
studies, she completed yearlong internship (2007-2008) at the Gejy ConservaIon InsItute (GCI) in LA,
USA. In 2013 She completed her doctorate at the AFAD with the thesis enItled “Hand-colored
Photographs: History, IdenIﬁcaIon and Research”.
Kung, Natasha
Natasha Kung is currently a ﬁrst-year ConservaIon Center student at the InsItute of Fine Arts, New York
University, Class of 2022. She is undecided in her specializaIon but has interests in photographs and
objects conservaIon. Aver graduaIng from NYU in 2016 with Bachelors of Art in art history and
chemistry, she held several pre-program internships in New York City. She gained conservaIon
experience in NYU’s Barbara Goldsmith PreservaIon and ConservaIon Department, with Central Park
Conservancy, at the Museum of Modern Art, and with several private pracIce conservators. Aver an
internship in Photograph ConservaIon at The Metropolitan Museum of Art, she was hired as a Research
Assistant to work on the Girault de Prangey exhibiIon. She is very interested in the characterizaIon of
paper and photographic paper, imaging techniques, and materials tesIng.
LaBarca, Joseph
Joseph LaBarca is a 20-year member of the ISO Technical Commijee on Photography and is directly
involved in the ANSI/IT-9 and ISO Working Group 5 Commijees on color print stability and physical
properIes. Joe has been a member of IS&T, the Society of Imaging Science and Technology, for over 29
years and is a 10-year member of the American InsItute for ConservaIon. Aver reIring from Eastman
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Kodak Company with over 34 years of conInuous service Joe formed JEL Imaging Services in 2010 and
Pixel PreservaIon InternaIonal in early 2011, to provide consulIng services to the imaging industry on
image preservaIon, ISO standards, and image quality. He is a graduate of Bucknell University with a
Bachelor’s of Science Degree in Chemical Engineering and spent a large part of his career at Kodak in the
research, development, and commercializaIon processes for Kodak Ektacolor papers and processing
chemistry. This included extensive involvement in the image stability of color papers beginning in the
early 1980s and conInuing for the remainder of his career at Kodak. During this Ime Joe began
extensive research in the use of ﬁlm and hard copy print as preservaIon media for digital ﬁles and this
eﬀort conInues today with Pixel PreservaIon InternaIonal. Joe held various technical and managerial
roles at Kodak including Senior Research Lab Manager, direcIng a laboratory with systems integraIon
responsibility for professional color negaIve ﬁlms and papers, and Technical Director, Image Permanence
with responsibiliIes that included silver halide, inkjet, thermal dye transfer, and electrophotographic
imaging systems.
Laganà, Anna
Anna Laganà is currently a Research Specialist at the Gejy ConservaIon InsItute (GCI), with the Modern
and Contemporary Art group. Since joining the GCI in 2016, she is leading a number of projects including
the invesIgaIon of treatment opIons for plasIc works of art and developing workshops on the
conservaIon of plasIcs. Anna received her diploma in conservaIon at the IsItuto Superiore per la
Conservazione ed il Restauro (ISCR) in Rome with a thesis on plasIcs. Since then her work and research
have focused on the conservaIon and preservaIon of plasIcs in museum collecIons. Before coming to
Los Angeles, Anna collaborated with several museums and insItuIons, working as Coordinator of the
Contemporary Art ConservaIon Laboratory at the Centro Conservazione e Restauro La Venaria Reale
(CCR) in Turin (2007-2008), as a Conservator/Researcher of plasIcs at the Cultural Heritage Agency of
the Netherlands (RCE) (2008-2012) and most recently (2012-2016) Anna worked as a Lecturer at the
University of Amsterdam (UVA) coordinaIng the Postgraduate program 1 in ConservaIon of Modern and
Contemporary Art. She was a 2015 GCI ConservaIon Guest Scholar. Anna is also a founding member and
coordinator of the Italian group INCCA (InternaIonal Network for the ConservaIon of Contemporary Art)
and is currently an assistant coordinator for the Modern Materials and Contemporary Art working group
of ICOM-CC.
Lavédrine, Bertrand
Bertrand Lavédrine received the doctoral degree from the Faculty of HumaniIes, University of Paris I
Panthéon-Sorbonne, with the thesis in Art and Archeology, and got a Master degree in organic
chemistry. He is professor at the NaIonal Museum of Natural History and head of the Centre de
Recherche sur la ConservaIon (Paris) since 1998. From 2003 to 2007, he was appointed director of the
Master conservaIon programme at the University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne. Past professional
responsibiliIes on professional commijees include; member of the ICOM-CC board; coordinator of the
ICOM-CC Photographic record group; AssociaIon des amis de Jacques Henri LarIgue board, IIC etc. He
has authored papers and books on preservaIon topics with parIcular focus on photograph collecIons.
Long, Zach
Zach Long is Assistant Conservator at the Kay R. Whitmore ConservaIon Center at the George Eastman
Museum. He holds a Master of Arts and CerIﬁcate of Advanced Study in Art ConservaIon from SUNY
Buﬀalo State and a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photographic IllustraIon from the Rochester InsItute of
Technology. He has previously presented on Wood’s diﬀracIon color process, the treatment of two Floris
Neusüss photograms, and the characterizaIon of chromogenic print materials.
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Lough, Krista
Krista Lough is the Andrew W. Mellon Fellow in Photograph ConservaIon at the Museum of Modern Art.
She received a Bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts with Emphasis in Art History, Theory and CriIcism from the
School of the Art InsItute of Chicago, where she focused on photography and art history. In 2014, she
received a Master of Arts with a CerIﬁcate of Advanced Study in ConservaIon from Buﬀalo State
College. She held an Andrew W. Mellon Fellowship in Photography ConservaIon at the Art InsItute of
Chicago and internships in photograph conservaIon at Paul Messier LLC, and The Metropolitan Museum
of Art.
Maloney, Amanda
Amanda Maloney has worked in the ﬁeld of photograph conservaIon since 2011. She received Masters
degrees from the Winterthur/University of Delaware Program in Art ConservaIon, and the program for
Photographic PreservaIon and CollecIons Management at Ryerson University/George Eastman House.
She gained experience working with photographic materials as a conservator at The Bejer Image®. She
has also completed conservaIon internships at the Sherman Fairchild Photograph ConservaIon
Laboratory at the Metropolitan Museum of Art and at the FotorestauraIe Atelier of Clara von
Waldthausen (Amsterdam). In addiIon to treatment, Amanda has parIcipated in surveys, research, and
workshops on the preservaIon of photographic materials. She is a Professional Associate of the
American InsItute for ConservaIon of Historic and ArIsIc Works (AIC).
McGlinchey Sexton, Jennifer
Jennifer McGlinchey Sexton is a conservator of photographs and works on paper. She operates a private
pracIce in Colorado Springs, Colorado, and consults with museums in the western region and
throughout the United States. In addiIon to her services as a treatment conservator, Jennifer provides
training and support for UV/visible ﬂuorescence imaging with the Target-UV. She holds a Masters of Art
and CerIﬁcate of Advanced Studies in paper and photograph conservaIon from Buﬀalo State College,
and a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from Massachusejs College of Art and Design. Jennifer has held
posiIons at the Williamstown Art ConservaIon Center, the Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, the Menil
CollecIon, the J. Paul Gejy Museum, the Detroit InsItute of Art, the Buﬀalo Bill Center of the West, the
Alaska State Library, and Paul Messier LLC in Boston, MA.
Mesquit, Teresa
Teresa Mesquit has been the Conservator of photographs at Moderna Museet, Stockholm since 2013
and trained at the School of ConservaIon in Copenhagen. Before moving to Sweden, she was Associate
Conservator at the Gejy Research InsItute, where she worked on photographic materials in the GRI
Special CollecIons for 14 years. Together with Barbara Lemmen, Teresa contributed a chapter on
Polaroid materials to CoaIngs on Photographs, published by AIC. She has presented at previous PMG
and ICOM-CC PWG meeIngs on the proprietary Polaroid coaIng, on dye reversion in the treatment of a
color reversal print, and on the Helmut Gernsheim Duplicate CollecIon at Moderna Museet in
Stockholm. Most recently Teresa presented on evolving exhibiIon pracIces in the Pontus Hultén Study
Gallery at Moderna Museet for the Swedish NaIonal Heritage Board’s annual meeIng.
Murata, Hanako
Hanako Murata is a Photograph Conservator at The Bejer Image® since 2015 aver working as an
Assistant Conservator of Photographs at The Museum of Modern Art and The Metropolitan Museum of
Art in New York City. She was an Andrew W. Mellon Fellow in the Advanced Residency Program in
photograph conservaIon at the George Eastman House (currently George Eastman Museum), in
Rochester, New York. She holds her Master of Arts (MA) in the ConservaIon of Works of Art on Paper
from the University of The Arts London, Camberwell College of Arts, London, and a Master of Philosophy
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(M.Phil.) in Museum & Gallery Studies from the School of Art History at University of St Andrews,
Scotland, UK.
Murphy, Erin L.
Erin L. Murphy is the Paul M. and Harriet L. Weissman Senior Photograph Conservator and interim James
Needham Chief Conservator at Harvard Library. Erin received her Masters of Art degree with a cerIﬁcate
in Art ConservaIon from Buﬀalo State College in 2001 and has trained at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, The J. Paul Gejy Museum, The ConservaIon Center for Art and Historic ArIfacts and the Museum of
Modern Art. Prior to her posiIon at Harvard Library, Erin was the Photograph Conservator at the New
York Public Library.
Norris, Debra Hess
Debra Hess Norris is Chair and Professor of the Art ConservaIon Department at the University of
Delaware. Since 1997, Norris has directed the Winterthur/UD Program in Art ConservaIon. Norris has
authored 45 arIcles and book chapters and co-edited Issues in the ConservaIon of Photographs. She has
taught 140+ workshops for conservators and allied professionals and lectured worldwide. Norris was
chair of Heritage PreservaIon (2003 - 2008) and president of the American InsItute for ConservaIon
(AIC) (1993-97). She has worked with APOYOnline to develop workshops in Colombia and Cuba. She coled the Middle East Photograph PreservaIon IniIaIve with many partners –this program has trained 80+
professionals across the Arab World. Today she serves on boards for the Historically Black Colleges and
UniversiIes Library Alliance, the ConservaIon Center for Art and Historic ArIfacts, the Metropolitan
Museum of Art Department of Photographs VisiIng Commijee, the FoundaIon of the AIC and as a UD
Trustee. She received the AIC University Products Award for disInguished achievement in conservaIon
(2008), AIC Sheldon and Caroline Keck Award for Excellence in Teaching (2004), and the College Art
AssociaIon/ AIC Award for DisIncIon in Scholarship and ConservaIon (2016). In 2018, she was awarded
the Francis Alison Award, UD’s highest faculty honor.
Oliveira Fernandes, Lénia
Lénia Fernandes has an M.A. in ConservaIon and RestoraIon from Universidade Nova de Lisboa,
specializing in photograph and paper objects. She treated Ed van der Elsken’s colour slides at the
Nederlands Fotomuseum, where she has been an assistant photograph conservator since 2016. As a
result of her Ime at the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam (2014-2016), she has published on the exhibiIon of
paper negaIves and on Dr. J. Berres and early photomechanical prinIng. Her professional experience is
also connected to insItuIons such as the Historisches Archiv der Stadt Köln (2012-2014), HTW-Berlin
(2011), the Arquivo Regional e Biblioteca Pública da Madeira (2009-2011) and the Image Permanence
InsItute (2007-2008).
O’Toole, Erin
Erin O’Toole is the Baker Street FoundaIon associate curator of photography at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art (SFMOMA). Most recently she organized a retrospecIve of the work of Los
Angeles based photographer, Anthony Hernandez, which opens at the Fundación MAPFRE in Madrid in
January 2019. In 2013 she collaborated with Leo Rubinﬁen and Sarah Greenough on the retrospecIve
exhibiIon Garry Winogrand, which traveled to the NaIonal Gallery of Art, the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, the Jeu de Paume in Paris and the MAPFRE FoundaIon in Madrid. She is a contribuIng author of
The Photographic Object, 1970 (2016, UC Press), Janet Delaney: South of Market (2013, MACK Books),
Garry Winogrand (2013, SFMOMA), Doug Rickard: A New American Picture (2012, Walter Koenig Books,
Cologne), San Francisco Museum of Modern Art: 75 Years of Looking Forward (2010, SFMOMA), Brought
to Light: Photography and the Invisible, 1840 to 1900 (2009, SFMOMA), and Nancy Newhall: A Literacy of
Images (2008, Museum of Photographic Arts, San Diego). She holds a PhD in the history of art from the
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University of Arizona (2010). Her dissertaIon explores the founding of the photography department at
the Museum of Modern Art in 1939, and the transformaIon of photography into a museum subject.
Panadero, Laura
Laura Panadero is the Craigen W. Bowen Paper ConservaIon Fellow at the Straus Center for
ConservaIon and Technical Studies at the Harvard Art Museums. She received her M.S. in the
conservaIon of photographic materials and her M.A. in art history from The ConservaIon Center,
InsItute of Fine Arts, New York University in 2017. Laura has worked at several insItuIons in New York
City and Boston, most recently at the Harvard Library’s Weissman PreservaIon Center. Other research
includes work on Irving Penn’s darkroom techniques, and Frédéric Flachéron’s early paper negaIves.
Laura currently serves as a Boston-area regional liaison to the AIC Emerging ConservaIons Professionals
Network.
Pereira, Catarina
Catarina Pereira is presently a PhD student at the School of Arts, CITAR, Catholic University of Porto.
Developing a PhD project, about Retouched Dry Plate Photographic NegaIves from diﬀerent Portuguese
CollecIons from the ﬁrst half of the 20th century. With a fellow grant (SFRH/BD/116315/2016) from FCT,
Portuguese FoundaIon for Science and Technology. Has a Master in Science in ConservaIon by Nova of
Lisbon in 2013 and a degree in Art - ConservaIon and RestoraIon of PainIngs by School of Arts, UCP in
2007. Fellow in ConservaIon and RestoraIon at the Laboratory HERCULES, University of Évora from 2013
to 2015. In Spain, 2009, she obtained training and internship at IVC+r, the ConservaIon and RestoraIon
InsItute of Valencia in the Documents department.
Piantavigna, Roberta
Roberta Piantavigna is Associate Conservator of Photographs at the San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art. Preceding this posiIon, she was the Andrew W. Mellon Fellow in ConservaIon of Photographs at
MoMA, NY, principal conservator at Studio Berselli and professor of IdenIﬁcaIon of Digital Prints at the
Brera Academy of Fine Arts Program in Art ConservaIon, in Milan. From the same academy, in 2006, she
received her master degree in ConservaIon of Contemporary Art.
Pietsch, Katrin
Katrin Pietsch works as a photograph conservator at the Nederlands Fotomuseum in Rojerdam since
2007. She coordinates the conservaIon of the museum collecIon of about 5 million photographic
objects as well as conservaIon projects for external parIes. She studied conservaIon of photographs,
ﬁlm and data carriers at the HTW-Berlin, Germany, where she also worked on a research project about
the conservaIon of photographic negaIves. She developed the method for the conservaIon of the
mouldy slides of Ed van der Elsken which turned into the biggest photographic conservaIon project that
ever took place in the Netherlands. Subsidies and external sponsors helped to realize the conservaIon of
45.000 slides Ill June 2018.
Pilko, Magdalena
Magdalena Pilko holds a MA degree in photograph conservaIon from the University of Amsterdam,
Netherlands and is currently enrolled in the Post-Master programme at the University of Amsterdam as
photograph conservaIon trainee. Before, she completed a BA in photography at the Royal Academy of
Fine Art in The Hague, Netherlands and gained experience during an internship at Clara von
Waldthausen’s photograph conservaIon studio in Amsterdam. She is parIcularly interested in
pioneering photographic works, contemporary as well as historical ones.
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Régimbald, Jessica
Jessica Régimbald is a conservator currently employed by the digiIzaIon department of Bibliothèque et
Archives naIonales du Québec in Montréal. She holds a bachelor’s degree in Art History from Université
de Montréal and a master’s degree in Art ConservaIon with a specializaIon in paper conservaIon from
Queens University in Ontario. Having a notable interest in conservaIon of photographic material, Jessica
acquired her experience from mulIple insItuIons such as the ARCP in Paris and CCI in Ojawa. For the
past three years, she took part in developing standardized conservaIon treatments as well as
implemenIng an eﬃcient workﬂow in a mass digiIzaIon context where her department creates more
than a million ﬁles per year.
Schisler, Millard
Millard Schisler has a background as a photograph educator, researcher and writer, publishing a book on
black and white photography processing and preservaIon in Brazil in 1995. He came to Rochester, NY to
pursue his MFA at the Visual Studies Workshop, and also studied at the CerIﬁcate Program in
Photographic PreservaIon at the George Eastman House in the mid-nineIes and later taught historical
processes in this same program for 2 years. He was adjunct professor in the Photography and Print
Media programs at the Rochester InsItute of Technology from 1996 to 2006. Aver moving back to Brazil,
he worked at the Cinemateca Brasileira as Director of PreservaIon from 2008 to 2014. Today he teaches
as an adjunct in the online Master’s in Museum Studies at the Johns Hopkins University and works
independently as a consultant in photographic conservaIon, digiIzaIon and digital preservaIon projects
in archives and museums throughout Brazil.
Schlather, Andrea E.
Andrea Schlather served as the Anneje de la Renta Research Fellow at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
from 2016 to 2018. She came to the Met aver receiving her Ph.D. in Chemistry from Rice University in
Houston, TX, where she studied the opIcal and electronic properIes of metallic nanoparIcle
composites. Her scienIﬁc experIse and passion for photography moved her to the study of
photographic materials. While carrying out her research at the Met, she also contributed to the technical
study of daguerreotypes by Girault de Prangey for a major exhibiIon opening in January 2019,
performing staIsIcal and spectroscopic analysis on over 100 daguerreotypes from collecIons spanning
three conInents.
Strange, Mark
Mark Strange is the Senior Conservator of Photographs at the Alexander Turnbull Library, in the NaIonal
Library of New Zealand, Te Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa, Wellington. Mark has a background in medical
photography (Clinical School of Medicine, Christchurch) then worked as a scienIﬁc photographer, and
later photographs collecIons manager for the NaIonal Museum of NZ, in Wellington. At the Turnbull
Library, Mark is responsible for the preservaIon and remedial treatment of the Library’s negaIves, prints
and transparencies – work that has included integraIng preservaIon and conservaIon into mass
digiIsaIon projects and the applicaIon of opIcal facial recogniIon to historic photographic portraits.
Thyss, Elsa
Elsa is the Research Scholar in the Department of Photograph ConservaIon at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. She holds a Masters degree from the 5-year Graduate ConservaIon Program in Management for
Cultural Heritage at the InsItut naIonal du patrimoine, with a specializaIon in Photograph
ConservaIon, and a degree in Art History from the Ecole du Louvre in Paris. Elsa’s previous experiences
include graduate internships at the ARCP in Paris and at the Art InsItute of Chicago. She currently serves
as the ECPN liaison for the Photographic Materials Group, and is an English-French translator for JAIC
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arIcle abstracts. Her three-year (2016-2019) technical research at The Met focuses on the glass plate
negaIves made by Ernest J. Bellocq in the early 20th century.
Ulloa Rodriguez, Natalia
Natalia Ulloa graduated with a degree in Photography from Centro de la Imagen in Lima-Peru. Before
dedicaIng to photography, she studied Audiovisual CommunicaIon at Universidad Peruana de Ciencias
Aplicadas. She won the LaIn American student grant of CdF’s Centro de Formación Regional for the
Program of ConservaIon of Photographic Heritage which she studies unIl July 2019. She currently lives
in Lima and is in charge of the conservaIon of the Historical Archive of Centro de la Imagen and lectures
an introductory class for conservaIon of photographs in the professional career of Photography at the
same insItuIon. She recently parIcipated as a speaker at the II MeeIng of Photographic Archives
"Photographic Assets: A heritage at risk" in Lima with a paper on cold storage for nitrate ﬁlm negaIves
and has worked with various Peruvian photographic collecIons and archives.
Vasallos, Ioannis
Ioannis Vasallos has an M.A. in ConservaIon from Camberwell College of Arts, London. Averwards he
completed an advanced Icon Photographic ConservaIon Internship at the NaIonal Galleries of Scotland.
As a Junior Conservator of Photographic Materials at the Rijksmuseum Amsterdam he parIcipated in a
research project on etching and prinIng from daguerreotypes. In 2016 he joined the NaIonal Library of
Scotland as the Photographic CollecIons Conservator. He is a commijee member of the Icon
Photographic Materials Group, which is acIvely promoIng the ﬁeld in the UK. Ioannis will soon be taking
on a new role at the NaIonal Archives in London.
Walker, Joan
Joan M. Walker received a Ph.D. in Inorganic Chemistry in 2015 from Indiana University, where her
research focused on the interacIon between metallic nanoparIcles and proteins under visible light
excitaIon. Aver a brief internship in the ConservaIon Science Department at the Indianapolis Museum
of Art, she was hired as a conservaIon scienIst at the NaIonal Gallery of Art. Funded by the Andrew W.
Mellon FoundaIon, her current research acIviIes aim to gain a bejer material understanding of the
creaIon and preservaIon of photographs from the early photographic era.
Wetzel, Rachel
Rachel Wetzel received her BA in Art History & Architecture and Studio Arts in 1997 from the University
of Pijsburgh, and an MA degree with a cerIﬁcate in Art ConservaIon in 2005 from the State University
of New York, Buﬀalo State College. She holds a cerIﬁcate for the compleIon of the Advanced Residency
Program in Photograph ConservaIon at the George Eastman Museum in 2007. Rachel is currently a
Senior Photograph Conservator at the ConservaIon Center for Art & Historic ArIfacts in Philadelphia, PA.
She was previously employed by the Library of Congress and the private conservaIon labs of HeughEdmondson ConservaIon and Paul Messier. She is the current recipient of a two-year Research &
Development Grant funded by the NaIonal Endowment for the HumaniIes to create a searchable,
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Restaurant and Café SuggesQons Near NYPL LPA
Less than 5-min walk:
Food
•
Indie Food & Wine, Inside Lincoln Center’s Film Society (144 W. 65th St.) Coﬀee, Italian fare,
cocktails/wine
•

Dig Inn (100 W 67th St.) Healthy food and drinks, warm dishes, salads

•

Old John's Luncheone\e (148 W 67th St.) Diner with salads, burgers, soups, sandwiches, warm
entrees, desserts

•

Lenwich (btw 55th and 56th St. on 8th Ave) sandwiches, soups, and salads

•

The Smith (63rd and Broadway) American far and specialty cocktails ﬁght across from Lincoln
Center

•

Aba (57th btw 8th and 9th Ave) Turkish and Mediterranean fare

•

Ousia (57th and 11th Ave) Mediterranean fare

•

P.J. Clarks (915 3rd Ave, on Columbus btw 62nd and 63rd) American fare

Cafés (** = Closest opQons)
•
**Amy’s Bread, Inside NYPL, Opens at 10:30am
•

**Indie Food & Wine, Inside Lincoln Center’s Film Society (144 W. 65th St.) Coﬀee, Italian fare,
cocktails/wine

•

**Prélude Café & Bar, Alice Tully Hall (1941 Broadway) Nespresso coﬀee, soups, salads, warm
entrees, desserts

•

American Table, Alice Tully Hall (1941 Broadway) Soups, warm food, burgers, salads, pastries,
coﬀee. Free WiFi

•

**Starbucks (141 Amsterdam Ave.)

•

Starbucks (47 W 66th St.)

•

Boule & Cherie (172 Amsterdam Ave.) Coﬀee, pastries, sandwiches, tarts, salads. Free WiFi

•

Le Pain Quo2dien (65th btw Central Park West and Broadway)

•

Breads Bakery (44 West 63rd St.)

•

Rex (864 10th Ave.) Coﬀee, sandwiches, and pastries

•

Birch Coﬀee (on 9th Ave btw 57th and 58th) Coﬀee. Limited seats
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Less than 10-min walk:
Food
•
Tacos Y Quesadillas Mexico Food Truck (2030 Broadway)
•

Gray’s Papaya (2090 Broadway) Hot Dogs. No seaIng

•

Li\le Italy (2047 Broadway) Pizzas. Good for groups

Cafés
•
Joe Coﬀe Company (187 Columbus Ave.)
•

Blu Café (120 Riverside Boulevard) Coﬀee, tea, pastries, sandwiches, smoothies

•

Paris Bague\e Café (West 70th Street, 2039 Broadway) Sandwiches, salads, pastries, cakes,
coﬀee, tea

•

Starbucks (2045 Broadway)

•

Tasty Café (2062 Broadway) Healthy food, salads, pastas, warm entrées, coﬀee, desserts

•

Le Pain Quo2dien (50 W 72nd St.) Healthy food and drinks, sandwiches, salads, desserts, coﬀee,
tea

•

The Plaza Food Hall (58th btw 5th and 6th Ave) Pastries, sandwiches, and coﬀee

•

Maison Kayser (Columbus Circle on Broadway) French pastries, cakes, and coﬀee

15-min walk or farther (but worth the trek):
•
Sushi Yasaka (251 W 72nd St.)
•

My Most Favorite Food (247 West 72nd Street) Kosher restaurant, bakery and café. Salads, warm
dishes, pastas, ﬁsh, sandwiches, burgers, desserts, coﬀee, teas. Good for groups

•

Ippudo (51st btw 8th and 9th Ave) Ramen

•

Carmines Italian Restaurant (44th btw 7th and 8th Ave) Italian dishes. Good for groups

•

Xi’an Famous Foods (54th between 5th and 6th Ave) Spicy Asian food. Next to MoMA

•

Milk Bar Midtown (56th btw 5th and 6th Ave) Dessert
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